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Holland City News
yol. VIII.-NO.

HOLLAND,

42.

MICH.,

I wish to

Otairal Dealer*.

City $w$i.

jftoUantl

EV'EJIY SATURDAY

TAN PUTTEN G„

General Dealers, in Dry to the fact that I have removed my oftice
Goods, Groceries. Crockery. Hats and Caps,
from the drug-store of Dr. R. A. Schouten
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River at.
to the rooms formerly occupied by Dr.
Llverv*nd Dale Stabla*.
Gee, in Vennema’s building, on Eighth
street. A slate hangs on the door, upon
II„ Livery and Sale Stable. Oftice
15 andbarn on Market di reel. Everything first- which orders ctm be wpltien during my
absence from the oftice. Orders can alu)
class.
be left at my residence, or at the late resVTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
il Office of Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th dence of my father. , All orders will be
promptly attendedto
street, near Market.

AT

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’S

BLOCK.

DOESBURG,

J.

Editor and PMither.

if

l>OONE,

C., Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of
15 Meat. ‘ Pays the highestprice for cattle.
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
2-ly

Mich.

T)UTKAU& VANZOEREN, New Meat Mar15 ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All

JOB PBIKTIMO PHOMPTLTAND NEATLY DONE.

kinds of sausages constantly on hau^.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One

TT'UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
Iv vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

square of ten lines, nonpareil,) 75 cents
rilrst insertion, and 25 cents for each subse(

Quent insertion for any period under three

months.
| 3 m. | 6 M. I 1 y.
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Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Noticesof Births. Marriages, and Deaths publiehed wbitout charge for subscribers.

The
of the

Since
want to

I

The Best Paper! Try

andDcalerin
IT Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowiim Machines’ cor. 10th A River street.

OAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

1

of Hugger Mills; (Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

ficatinn of this is to be looked for, the

very complicated case of Rheumatism.
Upon arrivingat the house he found a

publishers think, in the fresh and inter-

P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor10th and River streets.

it!

35th Year!
Scientific

American.

Rapids.
“
“
•• “
in.

.<

“in.

"
“
“ \
New
&
Chicago. 5
“ *
“* “
'

A

“

“

MLNN

TG
Ot

Jl

OCHOUTEN, R

a.m.
" *

street.

*

C.

13

P.

the-

. lery opposite

LOWEST

Manufacturerof anddcalerin
Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.

No. 3.
P-m-

STATIONS.

2 17
2 50
2' 54
3 22
3 55
4 13
5 0U

MuHkvuon,
Ferrysburj,
Gr&iul Haven,
Pigeon,
Holland,
Filltnopo,
Allegan,

FRED.

II.

Tohace* and Cigars.

rpE ROLLER, G.

T

7 22
7 42
8 35

MAY, Manager.

J.,

gusmesjs Directory.

•

I'l Notary Public;

Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

River street.

__

13 ARKS, W. II. Attorney and Councelor
corner of River and Eighth streets.

T

at

Law,

*J and dealers In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market and Eighth Street.

01 all kinds and prices.

for all Sewing Machines.

Drug* sni Midlolssi.

T30ESBURG, J-

O., Dealer In Dntgs and Medicines, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Phyalclan’s prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.

JD

fumeries. River street.

frAN PDTTKN, W*.,

V

cines,

•

Dealer in Drags, Modl-

Paints, Oils, etc.;

W. Van Den Bbro’s Family Medicines; Eighth 8t.

^yALSH HEBER,

Druggist

.ness.
funlturs.

EYER,

11. A CO., Dealers in all kinds of Purnlture.Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
if

I

small

had no hope, but would try anything,

is unquestioned.

as

a

matter of duty.v The Arts application cased

they used

it

after

a few hours

again, and, wonder of wonders,

Every subsecharacter, on "Oddities of Paris,” Is writ- quent application improved the sufferer,
ten by J. D. Osborne, whose papers on and in two days be was well and out.
Scribe, and Janin, and French Duels, in When the doctor called a few days after,
A

and chatty paper of anecdotal

fresh

the pain vanishedentirelyI

same magazine, will be remembered. he was indeed surprised; for, instead of a
In the departments will be found edi- corpse, he found a new-made man.— /&•

the

torial

by Dr. Holland— "Sunday Bum-

-

-

A Grand ChristmasGift— A

New

change.
-

principles of cookery; advice for the boys
of the family who

may

desire to

become

telegraphers, architectsor engravprs.

And many other articles of
The magazine

a handsome specimen of

is

among

other

ornament on the literary table.
Scribner & (Jo. are enlarging and beauti-

things an

the

December number

.....

1

Domestic

Bible.

This splendid Royal Quarto Edition of
the Bible

is

made

self-explaining,being a

Complete Library of the Holy Scriptures,
and contains, In addition to the old and

interest.

Now

Testaments, Apocrypha, Concor-

dance and Psalms, and nearly 2,000 Illustrationsand 30 FulliPage Engravings; additional features, the

which are

a

most important of

Bible Dictionary,History of

the books of the Bible, History of Religwill not appear un-

the 1st of December.

ious Denominations, History of the natons, cities, rivers, lakes, birds, beasts

building

new

reptiles, insects, trees, fruits
of the Bible,

and flowers

100,000 marginal references,

large type, on paper of first-class quality.

branches.

managementof that cor- was sold two years ago at $15 per copy.
The plates alone cost $11,000. Wo warporatiun. The Iowa and Dakota division
being extended rapidly toward the Black
track is laid in good shape to

Jim

river, in SoutheasternDakota, to

TRIMMINGS within twenty-five miles of that point,and

Always on hand.

assortment of Spectacles
the differentqualities and ages of

sight, just received, at

J. O. Doesburg’s

Drug Store.

suppty of all kinds of candy
L. T. KANTERS.

at

Bucklin'* Arnica Salve,
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all

13 EACH BRO’8, CommissionMerchanU, and kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
15 dealersIn Grain, Flour and Produce. High- guarranteedto give perfect satisfactionin
every case or money refunded. Price 25
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh

_

will catch at straws,

rant this Bible to bo as good as those sold
for
fer

$15 in any book store.

A

Special Of-

I To introduce our Bibles we agree

upon the receiptof $1, to pay the postage

are also Agent* for the CelebratedANTI-

track-layingis proceeding at the

rate of

two miles per day. The projectedbranch

for preserving the Dead.

beautiful colors and richly illustrated,entitled

“The

Lord’s Prayer.” This is a

rare combination, and

agents.
line from Rock Valley, nineteen miles east

Tills offer is

a

big field for

good for

sixty days

only, and may not appear again. Wo
of Canton, to Yankton, a distance of sixH. MEYER A CO.
send three copies for $2.75. Money may
ty-six miles, is also being pushed forward,
H. VAN DER WEYDEN.
OTTE.
be sent at our risk in a plain letter. Orand the grading is finished for a part of
der now, and address N. W. Hunt, Philathe distance. It is two hundred and fifty
P.
delphia,
42— 2w
miles from the Jim river to Deadwopd city,
Manufacturersand Jobbers of
and althoughthe company is not disposed
Singular Freak of an Engine.

fc37“Pleage come and give us a call.

A fresh

/''tEE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; reitdcnceand
Uj office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the
First Reformed Ohnrch.

drowning man

Jacobs Oil.

which point the grading is completed,and and other expenses, to send any reader of
this paper a copy of the Holy Bible, with
ready for the rails. The branch from Maa superb work of art, produced in ten
rion Junction to Niobrara is completed to

SHROUDS and

.

9_1y

Sntlit.

a

whose position as an expert horticulturist the patient very much;

the

SEPTIC FLUID

f \E GROOT, L. barber. Hair catting, shaving,
JJ shampooulng,halr-dyolng, etc., done at reasonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City

’<

A second paper on "Success with

a point thirty miles east of Fire Steel, on

a CompleteStock of

COFFIXS, CASKETS,

Dlatifrsi.

to suit

ComalnionMerchant.

As

St.

so the poor wife applied this remedy; she

Fruits” is contributedby Rev. E. P. Roe,

is

Otto Breyman. W. M.
Joslin, ftec'v

re-

paired.

82-8mo.

A Complete

l4_1y

taken in exchange, and

o’clock, sharp.

just received

Hotel.

little value to

brought forth a bottle of

characterizes the

Also,

W. H.

the grief-pmltten

to

angel. He had heard of

Size of paces, 10^x12^ inches The
" Building operationson the Chicago,
work is suberbly bound in morrocco, masMilwaukee and St. Paul road, are being
sive raised panel, gilt edge and back, and
pushed forward with all the activitywhich

Descriptions.

8.

J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
Agent. Offlcoln Kenyon A Van Patten’s bank
Eighth street.

Barhtr*.

no

the commercial world.

NEEDLES, OIL. ATTACHMENTSand PARTS Hills. The

7

neighbor,a poor and humble German

shoemaker, appeared

is graphical- ones as a saving

personal observation, and

contains informationof

of each week
Visiting brothers arecordially invited.

T

cet.

from

is written

OLD MACHINES

24, at

a

described in the closing paper of the the despair of the family, and now asked
series by Herbert H. Smith. This account them to try his remedy, and accordingly

I. 0. of 0. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, bolus Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow’s Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening

F. Sc A. Iff.
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodge.

that his assistance would

what the railroad corporationsare doing Marriage Certificate,Family Record and a
Photograph Album. Printed, with clear,
in the way of extending their lines and

SEWING MACHINES

rpEN EYCK,

r\AN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Collectlug, Drafts bought and sold; Eighth

Hugo.

Pushing West.
Under this head we find a synopsis of

CURTAINS,
all

from the patient’sbody.
The doctor saw

ly

til

WALL-PAPER,

We

Banking and Exchange.

1

RUGS, CARPETS,
SPRING-BEDS,

TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,

Will H. Rooers, R.

Claim Agent, Attorneyand

street.

River

"Coflee Culture in Brazil”

OIL CLOTHS,

Watchei and Jewelry.

fC BRIDE. P. 11., Attorney and Counselor at No. 191, F. A A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hall,
Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11 Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, Dec.

31

of Bonnat’sstriking portrait of

General dealer In Tobacco,

M. Harrinoton, N. G.

Attorney*.

Received

Stock Complete! Quality Unexcelled!

Of

Holland. Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with O. R. &
K. R. and L. S. A M. S. for Plainwell, halamaroo Ft. Wayne. Cleveland. Ac., Ac.

I).,

it

fying St. Nicholas to such an extent that

New Goods Just

E C Leavenworth.Oen'l Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGARTEL, Age-yt,

TTOWAKD, M.

slve that means had to be adopted to keep

of the country.

1

V

Oolsg

Oslnz Moith.
No. 4. ,No. 2.
a. m.
p. m.
12 20
11 47
8 23 11 42
7 57 11 12
7 30 10 44
7 12 10 25
9 35
<j 25

WAY DOWN! AS LOW AS THE

ITAUPELL, II.,

diffi-

The weight of the clothingwas so opprei-

the art of printing and is

PRICES

Gtlller*.

Effect, Monday, June 23, 1879.

’

this office.

Grand Haven Eail Road.

Taken

patents,

FURNITURE!

leading Photographer.
Gal-

was only with extreme

unique and valuable educationalagencies

.H

TGGINS, B.

moved. It

bed, with the aid of three or four persons.

"The Sermon,” suggestionsabout "boiling”— the first of several articles on the

time.

were greatly inflamed, and could not bo

of the most

and plans of one

character

mers.” "Teachers and Taskmasters,”and

MUNN

very alarming condition.

complete and authoritativeaccount of the

O

u.

in a

culty that the patient could be turned in

O

in.

found to he

The knees and elbows and larger joints

versity,”by Mr. 8. B. Herrick, supplies a

panied by a beautiful engraving by Cole

V

Li

a

Mr. Boycsen’s account of ‘"Two Visits to
Victor Hugo,” and discussions with him members of the family following him to
of the politics of the future, etc., accom- the door, weeping. At this critical hour,

The

A

street, was catled to attend

bo of no avail, and left the house, the

L

M\

—

worse, and on Sunday evening ho was

Unusual personal interest attaches to

The

C-

G

whole frame dangerouslyaffected with the

ber.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED.

Proprietors

vV

ing on

Dr.

esiing list of subjects, and in the capa- man, about forty years of age, lying In a
bility of the writers in the present num- prostrated and serious condition, with his

Saw and Flour

Y\7TLMS,

, a very re*
physician, liv-

putable

J.-KUITE.

fTEALD, R. K., Manufacturerof

-

and widely-known

advancementof the first edition of the
December nuniber to 103,000. TUe jUslU

make it a practice to come into
the city and sell beef at reduced rales, gomery Schuyler, of the World, pronounduring the cold weather, I want to notify ces that building to be "the most honormy customers that I sell meat just as able work of public architecture which
cheap, and better beef, at wholesale, even
Ibis country has to show."
if thev go down to three or four cents per
The paper on the "Johns Hopkins Uni-

Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Moats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Xinufictcrie',Mill*, Shop*, Zte.

Humble German.—

of a

The opening paper, on "The Capitol of painful disease. He prescribed for the
have noticed that some farmers
New York,” is contributedby Mr. Mont- patient,but the man continued to grow

II.,

V

Patient Recovers through the

has made neces- Interposition

pound.

VTAN DER HAAR,

SurprisedPhyiioiSi.

A Dying

sale of the edition of 100,000 copies

November Scribner

406.

Some weeks ago

Scientific American in a large flr*t-clans
An X before the Subscriber’sname will denote
weekly newspaper of sixteen pngee. printed in the
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sigNotirv Public*.
most beautiful style, profusely illustrated with
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
splendid engravings, reprewnting the ccweu inI4r All advertisingbills collectable quarterly. MOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance ventions and the most recent advancesin the arts
-Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Ool- and sciences; including new ami interestingfacts
ectlons made in Holland and vicinity.
in agriculture, horticulture, the home, health,
medical progress, social science,natural history,
iloittL.
\ TAN SCHELVEN, G., Justiceof the Peace,
geology, astronomy. The most valuable practical
Notary Public, Convejancer, etc. Office, papers, by eminent writers in all departmentsof
Van Landegend’sBlock.
science, will he found in the Scientific American.
Terms. $3.20 per year, $il.6<> half year, which InChicago & West Michigan E. E.
Phyilelans.i
cludes postage.Discount to Agents. Single
copies, ten cents. Sold by all newsdealers.Remit
SH, U. L., Surgeon,Physicianand Accouch- by postal order to
A CO., Publishers, 87
Taken Effect, Sumlay, Nov. 9, 1879.
eur. Officeat his residence, Overysel, Mich. Park Row, New York.
T)
In connectionwith the
Leave •
Arrive at
T EDEBOER, F. S.,Ciiy Physician and Sntgeon;
A JuJj X
ScientificAmerican,
Holland,
Holland,
Trains.
office at residence, on Eighth street,near Messrs. Munn A Co. are solicitorsof American
Grand
1 1 40 a m. Chi. A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
and Foreign patents, have had 85 years’ experience,
11.55a.m. f 5.20
and now have the largest establishmentin the
\ 10.00 p.
3.80 p’.m. VfC CULLOCII T1IOS.. Physician, Surgeon and world. Patents are obtained on the best terms.
Accoucheur.Office, Van Putteu’s Drugstore, A special notice is made in the ISclentlc American
Muskegon, Penlwaler
of all inventionspatented through this agency,
Holland, Michigan.
& Big Rapids. *5.35 p.
5.25 a. in.
with the name and residence of the patentee. By
A., Pnysician and Surgeon; the immense circulation thus given, public atten10.30
3.35 p. m.
tion
is directed to thfc merits of the new patent,
officeat the First Ward Drug Store, Eighth
9.55 p.
* 8.20 a. in.
and sales or introduction often easily effected.
Street.
Buffalo
Any person who has made a new discovery or
QCHOUTKN, K. J., Physician and Accoucher. invention, can ascertain lice of charge whether a
1.30
12.00 m.
Office at Dr. Schoutcu’sdrug store. Eighth patent can probably be obtained, by writing to
•
7.20
0 00 a.m.
40 ly.
Munn A Co. We also send free our hand-book
3.25 p. m. } 10.15 p. m.
about the patent laws, patents, caveats, trade\f ANTING, A. 0.. Physician and Surgeon;
marks, their costs,and how procured, with hints
7.40
office at GraafrchapVillage, Allegan county,
for procuringadvances on inventions.Address,
Mich. Office hours from 10 to Hi k.
20-ly.
• Mixed trains,
for the paper or concerning
>
t Daily except Sundav and Monday.
A CO., 37 Park Row, New York.
I3EST, R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, Zeeland, Branch Office, cor. F. and 7th Sts., Washington,
X Dally except Saturday,
Mich. Officeat De Kruif’s (frug-slore.
i Mondays only.
D.
40-4 w.
28-1 y.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
Photographer.
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus

“

A

NO.

sary the reprinting of that issue and the

F. S. LEDEBOER, M. D.
Holland, Nov, 11, 1870.

Heat Market*.

Terms of Sabseriptlon:
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75
paid at three months, and $2,00 if
paid at nix months.

WHOLE

29, 1879.

SOBIBNEB'S MONTHLY.

attention of the pubpatient* in particular,

- -mm, DOONE

soiled cir/t

OTTO

my

V

weskl^Yewspapee,

PUBLISHED

fciillthe

lic at large, and
\

a

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

Holland,Michigan.

'

-*

—

.....

-

P.

OTTE &

Peuna.

FINE CIGARS
24

South Division Street,

*

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

to state

what are

its intentions in building

An accident occurred on a local railto assert that road on the 10th instant that is probably
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul com- without a parallel in the history of railin this direction, it is safe

pany will he the

first to enter

Deadwood, roading— in

Illinois, at least Aa a train
com- on the eveoiog of that day was near Glasspleted. The grading on the Davenport ford, going at a speed of nearly forty
and Northwestern division,from Fayette miles an hour, a cow suddenly bounded

and that next year will see the

A. W. Giles

& Co.

dkalkbs in

to

Hats, Caps, Furs

An Astonishing Fact,
A

CO.

AND

BUFFALO ROBES.

large proportion of the American people are to-day dying from the effects of
Dyspepsia or disordered liver. The result ^"Goods warranted first class. Cash and one
price, only.
of these diseases upon the masses of intelNo. 27 Monboe Street,
ligent and valuable people is most alarm
ing, making life actually a burden instead
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and
usefulness as It ought to be. There Is no
CALL AT THE
good reason for this, if you will only throw
aside prejudice and skepticism, take the
advice of Druggists and your friends, and
OF
try one bottle of Green’s August Flower.
Your speedy relief is ceitain. Millions of
bottlesof this medicine have been given
away to try its virtues, with satisfactory
No. 121 Monroe St., Grand Rapids,
results in every case. You can buy a
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three Mich., if you want Fine C^ars and Good
doses will relieve the worst case. Posi- Liquors.
tively s<»ld by all Druggists on the WestIt is a rendervousfor Hollanders.
ern Continent.
87-3mo.

87-47.

RESTAURANT
WBL GELOOK,

line

Fort Atkinson,is completed and ready in front of the engine. There was no

for the iron. The rails are ready and will
be laid at

Paul

to

once. The

short line from 8t.

Minneapolis is progressing

The bridge Just above the
hi.ha is

one hundred and

falls

finely.

of Minne

warning whatever, the front of the engine
passed over the animal,

was

and in doing so

lifted clear of the rails and

uncoupled

from the tender. Going at such a high

thirty five feet

rate of speed, it continued some twenty
a triumph of engi- yards on the ground, tearing It up and
neering skill. Upon the completion of even uprootinga stump iu its mad career,

above the

river,

and

is

the St. Paul company will and, wbat Is very strange, kept ou its
have a road to Minneapolis, the absence wheels until it came to a atandatlll, where
of which has always been a serious draw- it stood clear of the main track. The remaiuder of the engine and train kept the
bacK.”
track and ran past the engine about a
Thus our readers can form some idea of quarter of a mile, when it was brougbt to
what creates the boom in iron, ties, lum- a stop with brakes. The jar of the esber, and everythingelse requisite to push caped engioe was so slight that but few
such work to completion, and all the differ* passengers were made aware of tbe accient industries are an closely interwoven dent until told. The engineer sat on bis
and connected that when any one of them scat throughoutthe affair, a mere spectareceives^such an impetus it must necessa- tor of the queer freak of his engine. No
rily push all the others along with tt, ipun? one hurt nor even Kared.— Keokuk (lo.)
Oate City,
or less.
this short line

' l»r

lollmti 4>ta

$«}.

HOIiLiND CITY. MICHIGAN.

The

Friday of last we^k the contest culminatedin a
bad break, in which many of the weak operators gofc terribly squeezed. Stocks dropped
from 1 to 20 per cent in a few minutes,and
Wall street baa not witnessedsuch a flurry of
excitement n many years.

'

.

It is said that Jim Keene, the well-

Hon. John J. Knox, Controller of the Currency,

At

decision of the

held a private meeting at the Gib- eign trade-marks.
in that city, last week, which was
Knox, in his annual
fully attended. It is understood that they decided upon an advance in prices of both news report, advocatesthe immediate retirementof
and book papers, ranging from 1
cents the greenbackcirculation.According to the
per pound.
showing made by the Director of the Miut, the
coin now in the United States aggregatesmore
is at Haveyly’a
than #600,000,009,This, with the issues of the
Chicago Theater this week, with her own com- national banks, the Comptroller regards as
pany, where the business is immense. A round sufficientfor the needs of the country.

Comptroller

to

Fanny Davenport

of attractions, indudiog “Pique," * Divorce,"
“As You Like It," “London Assurance" and
G bah am. who instigatedthe murder fc Oliver Twist,” are on the bills for the week,
and they are all east to the full strength of an
of Armstrong,at Camden, N. J., for whichexceptionally fine troupe. Fanny has inherited
Benj. Hunter was hanged, has been sentenced the histrionic ability of
family of
to twenty years’ imprisonment
actors, her father, E.
Davenport,having been, in the opinion of a great many,

L

a

Col. John Hay, author of “Little
Breeches,’’ has been appointed AssistantSecretary of State, in place of FrederickW. Reward, recently resigned. Mr. Huy is an Ohio
man, as well as a newspaper man.

The

case of the Poetofiloe Depart-

•

is to be
the finest actor ever in America. .... ment against]the lottery establishments
Denver papers give accounts of ter- The village of Farmington, Minn., has been settled by the Buprome Court on an agreed esse.
almost blotted out of existenceby fire. The ....The United States Treasurer last week
rible suffering during the recent atom in the property destroyed• wsa valued at #150,000.
transferred#10,000,000in gold to the Assay
vicinity of Leadvilla Two men croesing
.The Ban Luis valley, in Colorado,is being Office at New York, to be used in paying for
Mosquito pass from Leadvillewere frozen to
foreign gold depositedfor conversion into
deatn, and a third was killedby a wagon running
American coin. This makes a total of #60,over him. A man with his team on- the sum000.000 tra is erred for that purpose feinoo
_ . mit was blown away, and ho trace of him can and get their lands direct from the Aug. 13.
be found. Astage-ooach was upset, and one State at a low price ..... D. J. McCann
POLITICAL.
passenger killed and several wounded.
for several years a heavy contractor for furA
call
has
been issued for a confer
A tunnel in course of constructipnon nishing and forwarding Indian suppliee, has
been convicted at Cheyenne of trauduleutly enoe in Washington, on the 8th of January
a narrow-gauge railwaybetween Ban Joee and disposing of Government property,and sennext, of Chairmen of the State Committees of
.

.

.

f

,

has been the scene of a fright- tenced to imprisonment for a year and a half the Greenback-Labor and National parties and
in the penitentiary, to pay i fine of #1,000 aod
the editors of Greenback newspapers, with a
the costa of the suit, and replace the property
view to determining npon the policr of nomistolen.
nating candidatesfor President and Vice PresTwo fine ateameH went to the bot- ident of the United States in 1880.

ful explosion, resulting in the death of twentyfive or thirty Obineee laborers. Ban Francisco
dispatchesgive the following particulars of the
calamity;It appears that the blast was let off
about 2,700 feet from the mouth of the tunnel, which caused an explosion of gas generated
bv the filteringof coal oil tbroogh the roof and
sides of the tunnel. Twenty-one Chinamen and
two white men were at work in the tunnel at

Full returns from

tom of Lake Michigan on the morning of Nov.

A Dix

24— the John

all the

counties in

at Manistee, Mich., and Missiseippi show the Legislature of that State

of New , York at Ludingtou. The former struck a sunken anthe Citv
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men. Linkle and Johnson, were brought out
terribly burned, and about ten Chinamen, all
seriously injured. As near as can be learned
some thirty Chinamenare killed.
of the severest galee experienced

publicans,
Democrat — the latter

THE SOUTH

Two

a

criminals were exeented in

South Carolinaon Friday, Nov. 21. One was

Edward Holmes,

a boy of 10, convicted of out-

on Lake Michigan for many seasons occurred
raging a 2 year-old daughter of A B. Hampton
on Wedneeday, Nov. 19. The storm was in Union county. The other criminal was
severest on the east shore, where a number of George Garry, who was hanged at Beaufort
vessels were wrecked and stranded,though, for the murder of a colored man named Brown.
luckily, there is little or no lose of life to re- Two murderers were banged on the same day
port-thanks to the efficiencyof the life-saving at Denison, Texas. They were George and
service. At Grand Haven, Mich., there Andrew Brown, brothers,who murdorod Dr.
was
remarkable series of disasb-rs, Mo Lean in Montague oounty,Texas, in 187ti.
following each other in rapid succession.
First the scow Msple Leaf, Inmber-laden,
GENERAL.
missed her piers anu went ashore; she is a
Ex-President
Grant, after a week’s
total loss; tne life-saving crew saved all on
board. An hour afterward the eobooner J. round of festivities, embracing receptions,
A. Holmes, light, went on the beach near
banquets and dinner parties,bade adieu to Chiher. Later still, the schooner Margaret Dali
went on near the Holmes, and then came cago on the morning of Wedneeday, Nov. 19,
the schooner O. O. D., which went on and returned to his home in Galena. A chrohigh snd dry a few feet further north of the
DalL The last-named was soon followed by
the schooner Mystio— all this in the space of an
l
hour or two. Then came the steam barge Gen. evening,Army of the Tennessee receptionat
Paine, which struck the Grand Haven oar. and Haverly’s Theater. Thursday, reception bv
sunk in eighteen feet of water. Just thirty the veteran soldiers at McVickers
minutes after she struck, the crew were taken To rater; evening, grand banquet at the
off by the life-saving men after a gallant fight Palmer House. Friday, private recepwith the wind and waves. Next the schooner tion at Col Fred Grant’s residence ; evening,

a

Pr

Bobert Howlett tried
and went ashore.

Grant

to

get in, but could not,

will again visit Chicago about

.

reception and banquet at the rooms of the Chicago Club. Saturday,Gea Grant receivedthe
veterans of the Mexican war, and received and
shook the hands of the public at the Grand

make a three days’ Pacific Hotel. Sunday, he attendedthe
December he is booked Centenary Church (Itev. Dr. Thomas).

the 5th of December, and

stay.

On

the 9th of

members of
whom are Reoue a Greenbacker and one
from

Yazoo .....
follow-

An Albany dispatch gives the

ing as the pluralities by which the Republican candidates for State officers are electedin
New York: Cornell, for Governor,38,076; Hoekins, for lieutenant Governor,1,150; Carr,
Secretary of Htate, 2,152; Wadsworth.Comptroller,6,619; Wendell,Treasurer, 3,274 ; Wild,
Attorney Genera',7,323. HoratioSeymour, Jr.,
Democrat, is elected Htate Engineer by about
10,000 majority. Legislature—Itepublican majority in the Senate, 18; Republican majority
m the House, 5& Majority on joint ballot,74.

Southern gentlemen
are said to favor a

in

movement

Washington
by

members

of

Congress from the South to create the office of
Captain General of the army, with a salary o'
$5o.000 per annum, and give it to Gen. Grant
for life.

In .Wisconsinthe majoiities of the

Official yote of Nebraska

at the late

electionfor Supreme Judge: Cobb, Republican, 46,113; Wakely, Democrat, 20,827; Saxon,
Greenback, 4,725.

Reed & Sons,

the

well-knownmusic

and

piano dealersof Chicago, have made an
assignment for the benefit of tbeir creditors.

It is estimated that the business of
Chicago was about doubled during the threedays’ stay in the city

oOhe crowd

that

came

to

see Gen. Grant A rough estimate makes out
that the principal hotels made a gain of about
#28,000— not to mention the smaller ones; the

#50,000, and other houses in proportion;the
saloons, an inestimableamount. The visitors
probably left behind them about #1,125,000 for
actual expenses. The cost of patriotismto
Chicago, in decorating, etc., was about #50,000.

Later and more extended aoootmta
of the gale which swept the lakes on the 19th

and 20th of November show the damages to
have been vastly greater than first reportsindicated. The east shore of Lake Michigan
suffered tbe greatest, the beach being lined
with the wrecks of luckless vesselsthat were
caught out by the hurricane.On Lakes Erie
and Huron the gale was not so violent, hut a
number of vessels were wrecked. There is no
great Ices of life to report, but the stories,of
hair-breadthescapes of the unfortunatemariners who were compelled to face the elements
are numerous.

One GoL Deane waa

advettised to

deliver a lecture in Ban Francisco, io which he

proposed

to

denounce the management of the

mines controlledbyj. O. Flood snd others.
Dennis Kearney announced bis intentionof
breaking nn the meeting. Deane fulfilled his
promise. Kearney attempted to carry out his
programme, but was yanked away by the
polioe and looked np in a cell.... A
terrible epidemic of scarlet fever prevails in tie city of Springfield,BL....
Immediately after the shootingof Harry Clifford, the footpad, by a barber named Backhouse. at LeadviNe, Ool., a powerful vigilance

committee was organized by the citizens for the purpose of freeing tbe

.

IV

399,440 in circulating notes have been issued.
Thirty-eight banks with an aggregatecapital of
#4,450,000 have voluntarily discontinued businesa within the said1 period,and eight banks
have failed,having a total capital of #1,030,000.
The insolvent banks included two, with a capital of #790,000, which failed after having gone
into voluntary liquidation."
The report is accompanied by tables exhibiting the aggregateaverage capital and deposits
on May 31, 1879, of all classes of banks other
than national, and the capital and depoaits of
the national banks on June 14 following. The

aggregate capital of the various classescf
and private banks, says tbe
Oimptroller,“baa diminished from #719,400,900 in 1876 to #656,500,000 in 1879, and the aggregate deposits have fallen off from #2,075,state, savings

309,900 In 1876 to #1,893,500,000 In 1879-a reductiond #62,900,000 in capital and #181,800,000 in deposits during the last four years. The
national-banking capital has diminished #45,100,000, but the deposits of the natioutl bankers are almost precisely the same that they
were in 1876. Savings banka with capital show
a reduction of about #1,000,000 in capital and
the same amount in deposits. The capital and

iepoeits of savings banks without capital,
which have diminished#97,500,000.”
Upon (he subject of the funding of the public debt the Comptrollersays :
“Tho groat war debt of the United States w s
oontraciod in lees than four and a half years.
In 1835 the eountrv was entirelv out of debt,
and on Jan. 1, Itkil, the whole debt of tho
Union amounted to but #66,243^721.During
tho next six months it increasedat the rate of
about 94,0(X),f 00 a month, being, on the 1st day
of July, 1861, #99,580,878.Daring the next
year it inci eased at the rate of more than
#36,009,090 per month, and at the dose of the
fiscal year ending July 1, 1862, it had reached
#524,176,412.At the end of tho succeeding
year it was considerablymore than twice that
amount, being, on July 1, 1863, #1,119.772,138.
During the following year it increased nearly
#700,000.00u, reaching on July 1, 1804, the sum
of #1,815, 784, 370. During tne next nine
months, to the dose of the war, April 1,1865,
the debt increased at the rate of about #2,(AO,000 a day, or about #60,000,000a month, and
for the five months next thereafter, about #3,000,000 per day, or about #90,000,000 a mouth,
reaching its maximum on Ang. 31, 1865, at
which date it amounted to #2,845,907,626.
“ An aggregateof more than #1,276,000,000 of
temporatr obligationsof the Government, of
which #®0, 000, *>00 bore interest at 7.30 per
cent , was funded within the three years which
followed the dose of the war, and tho skill and

The Society of

the

Army

of the

Cum-

The excitementthroughout Ireland

Washington over the arrest of Daly, Killen and Davitt is
letters from the wife increasing, and a number of disturbancesare

berland, at its annual meeting in
last

week,

in

responseto

the debt, except the lecal-tendernotes and
fractional currency,which have been largely
rednoad. have been paid, have matured and
ceased to bear interest,or have been funded
into5-20 6per cents., of which more than one
thousand six hundred millions (#1,002,583,350)
were issued.

ment.

“The whole amount of the funded debt, on
the 1st of July, 1871, was #1,915,342,700, of
which #1,437,097,300 consistedof 5-29 bonds,
and #194,567,800 of 10-40 bonds. On the first
day of August, 1871, nearly #66,000,000-165, 775,550— of new 5-per-cent, bonds had been
subscribed for, chiellv by the national banks.
During the same month an agreement was entered into by the Secretary—Secretary Boutwell’s
report,1871, p. xviL— with Jay Cooke A Go.,
for the sale of iho remainderof #200,009,100 of
said bonds, and, in tho month of January, 1878,
similar
arrangements were made for the saleoi
------------leaf
a large additional amonnt The remainder of
the #500,000,000— # 178,548,300— was (old doring
the next three years, tho Secretary of tho
Treasury stating,in bis report of Dec. 6, 1875,
that he had ‘the pleasure of announcing to
Congressthat the funding of #500,000,000 6-percont bonds into those nearing 5-per-centinterest has been accomplished.’—Secretary
Bris ow’a report, 1875, p. xu."
----

.
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“During the last fifteen years gold coin has
been used by the banks in comparativelysmall
amounts as a reserve, and by the people only
in the payment of customs duties and in parchase of foreign exchange.If it was used for
home purposes, it waa first converted inte
paper money; but since the dsv of rentropiion
the treasurynote snd the national-banknote
1870

have been generally preferred in buiineas
transactions to coin itself.
“ The old forms of tables,giving the amount
and kind of currency in circulation, are now
obsolete, and must be superseded by new ones
which shall include not only the paper currency
but also the coin of the country. The total
amount of the circulating medium cannot, for
this reason, be hereafter accurately given, such
total being affected by estimates of the amount
of the coin in the country. The latteramount
is estimatedby the Director of the Mint to have
been #427,000,000 on the 1st day of November,,
iu this year, of which amount 1 121,000,900 was
in silver coin. If this estimate is correct, the
circulating medium on that date was composed
as follows:
Treasury notes outstanding .......... $ 846.681,016
Nstional-bank notes outstanding....387,181.418
Gold in the treasury, less certificates
held by the banks .................. 1.IT .960,1 93
Sliver in the treasury................5",lt78.tBil
Coin the banks (Oct. 2) ...............42 173,741
Estimated amount of coin held by the
people ............................. 231.478.515
Total

............................
$1,165,653,504

“The estimatedtotal currency of tho country on Nov. 1 thus appears to have been more
than #1.165,000,000, which amount is at least
#380,000,000in excess of tho highest point
reached between the suspension and the resumption of specie payment”
The Comptrollerurgently recommends that
all the national banks shall take advantage of
the present influx of gold to accumulate in
their vaults an amount equal to the total cash
reserve required by law. He indulges tho
hope that the reports of anothervear may show
them to be possessedof at least #190,000,000 of
gold coin.

To reunion Applicants.
The following circular, recently issued by
Dap1! or th* Intoiob,

der which this great work was accomplished.
“ Tbe temporary loans, certificates
of indebtedness. 7.90 notes, and all the other Items of

reported. In Dublin the feeling of indignation
is intensely bitter,and many who have heretofore stood aloof froqi national political tronbles
are now stepping forward and speaking boldly
in favor of a change in the Governmentof IreRewired.That the heartfeltsympathy of (he So- land. The Homo-Rule agitation has been
ciety o< the Army of the Cumberland is hereby
given a fresh impetus, and the party will, untendered to the wife and daughter of the lintt commander of the army of tbe Cumberland;that the doubtedly, sweep all before itat the' next electsociety will ever bear in honorablememory his ion. In the South of Ireland, particularly in tbe
pure and noble character and hia heroic devotion counties of Limerick,Waterford,Kerry, Cork
to bis country, and that they will ever regret that and Tipperary,there is great uneasinessfelt as
bis ill-healthIn 1S61 prevented him from rraping to the future. It is generallyadmitted that
the fruitsot his v«lor and courage in tbe esnse of Ireland is about to enter into a crisis from
the Union, and that nothing but poverty prevents
which she may come ont a great deal better or
them from erectinga suitable testimonialover the
a great deal worse than she is now. The Govhonored gia\e of Qen. Robert Anderson at West
ernment will not take any half-way steps towPoint.
ard crashingoat the nationalfeeling, and the
Toledo, Ohio, >as agreed npon as Iho place, Nationalistsare as determined as they ever
snd September, 1880, as the time, for the next were that the fight shall bo made one in which
Referring to tho resujnptionoperationsof
meeting. The followingofficers were chosen all clashes of tbe Irish people can take sides m tbe Treasury Department, tho report says:
for the ensuing year:
"The act of Jan. 14, 1875, required the Secreoppositionto the home Government.
President- Gen. Phil H. Hhcridsn.
taryofthe Treasuryto redeem ‘in coin the
Vice Presidents— Gen. UnderwooL MassachuEnthusiasticmeetings of Irishmen United States legal tender notes then outstandsetts;Gen. Bamum. New York; Gen. Canner.New
ing, on their presentationfor redemption at
Jersey: Gen. Negley. Pennsylvania; Gin. Duttielu, and Irish sympathizerswere held on Saturday
Michigan; Col. Hobson, Kentucky; Capt. E. E. and Sunday, Nov. 22 and 23, at Nowcastlo-on- the office of the Assistant Treasurer of the
Rhnm, lenn*saee;Gen. Morgan, Illinois; Gen. Tvue, Leeds, Manchester and Birmingham, at United States in the city of New York, in emus
Htreight,Indiana; Gen. Myer, Ohio; Ool. Johnston, aflof which resolutionswere passed protest- of not leas than #50,’ on and after Jan. 1, 1879.
Wisconsin;Col. Conover,Mtssonrl; Gt-n. Martin,
At the time of the passage of this act the leading againstthe imprisonment of Davitt, Daly
Kansas;Capt Wood, Minnesota;and Capt. SeUeck,
ing industries and general business of the counand Killen. Nearly 29,000 perrons attended a
Iowa.
try were very much depressed. The agricultmeeting
in
County
Mayo.
Parnell
being
the
Recording Secretary— Capt. Steel.
ural classeswere largely In debt, snd the
principal orator.... A descent on the PeCorrespondingSecretary— Gen. Cist,
failuresof mercantileestablishments
and manruvian coast was lately made by ufacturing
Treasurer- Gen. Fullerton.
corporationsin the three years prethe Chilians,resulting,after a severe envious represented more than #500,000,000.
A citizen of New York, a Cuban by gagement,in the capture of Pisagua.Tbe
The During the succeedingyears an era of economy
birth, has written to the State Departmentat Peruvian army retired inland, followedby tbe
the
supervened, agricultural products greatly inWashington, complaining of the imprisonment invaders. . .Advices from Cuba, through Span- creased. and the balance of trade was turned
ish channels,represent that the Government
of bis family in Santiago, Cuba, and asking for
largely in our favor, the excess of exports over
troops have gained severaldecisive victoiies
their immediate liberation.The action of tbe
importsfor the fiscal year 1876 being more
over the insurgentforces.
than #79,000,060, in 1877 more than #151,000,Spanish officials in detainiog the persons spoken
of appears to have been unprovoked, as they
A* new Kalian . Ministry has been
were provided with American passports and
formed, with Signor CairoU as Minister of Forwere in no degree dangerousto tbe peace aod
eign
Affairs, and Signor Depntis as Minister of the
times as great as that of 1876, and more than
safety of tbe colony. Now that the insurrection has been renewed, ontrages of this kind Interior. . .The widow of Charles Dickens died two-thiros greater than that of 1877.
at her residence, GloucesterCrescent, Regent’s
may be expected weekly.
“The Resumptionaot not only fixed the day
Park, London, a few days ago, after au illness
of resumption,but authorizedtbe Secretary, in
Excellent prospects for the North- of eighteen months. ,
order to prepare and provide therefor, to use
ern Pacificrailroad are reported by General
John Thaddeus Delane, for many any surp.usrevenues not otherwise appropriManager Sargent, and it is promised that the years editor-in-chief of the London Tin:ett » ated, and to iaaua, sell, and dispose of, at not
less than par in ooio, any of the bonds of tbe
entire road will be completed in 1883.... Gen.
dead.... Ad vices from South America report
United States described in the act of July 14,
Grant will sail from New York for the West
that a great battle has taken place at Iquique 187a Under this act, the Secretary In 1877
Indies and Mexico on the 27th of December.
between the allied and Chilian armies. Ihe sold at par in coin #15,000000 of 4W’s, and
Gen. Grant, Id a letter to Admiral former were defeated. The Peruvian corvette 125, 000, «X) of 4’s, and in April, 1878, #50,009,Ammen, acknowledges the receipt of a letter P.lcomayohas been capturedby the ChiUaus ..... 009 of 4J< per oenta, at a premium of lU per
Tbe examinationof the Irish agitators arresied cent The coin in the treasury continually infrom the Admiral in regard to the mission of for sedition was concluded at Sligo the other
creased, so that on the day of resumption the
Thomas De Franco, representativeof the dty Daly was released on bail, while Killen
Nicaraguan Government, who has oome to this and Davitt were remanded for a farther hearcountry to aid in the formationof a compact to ing,
coin, the gold coin alone being equal to more

and daughter of the late Gen. Robert Anderson,
denying the charges of disloyalty against tbs
deceased, adopted the following resolution
offered by Gen. Sherman :

than 40 per cent, of tbe United States notes then
subtending
“The Comptrollerhas for a series of yeare
presented in his reports the^ollowing tabkn.
showing the amount of treasury notes and ot
national-banknotes outstanding at the dates
named therein, with theourrency price of gold
and the gold price of currency at the vn*

tho Commissioner of Pensions, explainsitself.

in

on

he bad an escort with him, who were prepared
to defend him in case of arrest Thehostilm
met the commission with the intention of telling a ooosis’entlie thronghout, but Gen.
Adams’ coup d'etat brought them to a realizing sense of their position, and they are now
pleading for peace. They are thoroughly
frightened, and the fears of a winter campaign
agaiust them have exacted the promise to honestly testifyand abide the conseouencee.They
say, ‘One big fight and the Indians' ammunition all gone. No food, and we starve.’’’

.

“ Ihe acts of July 14, 1870, and of Jan. 20,
1871, authorized the issue of bonds for the purFOREIGN.
pose of refundingthe 5-20 6 per cents. The
British authoritiesin [Ireland former act authorizedthe issue of #1,500,000,are proceeding to vigorous measures for the 000 of toads, #200,000,OuO of which were to be
5 per cents., payable ten years atter date, at the
suppressionof what threatens to be a formidpleasure ot the United States; #300,100,000 of
revolutionary movement
that
country. Michael Davitt
James 4!b per cenhs, payable in fifteen years; and
Bryce Killen,
Dublin,
making #1,000,000,000 payable in thirty years from tho
date of their issue, and he&rinc interest at the
“seditious”speeches,
Daly,
the editor of the Connaught Telegraph,for rate of 4 per cent per annum. The act provided
that these bonds should not be sold for less
“ seditious ” editorials,were last week arrested
and thrown into jail These arrests naturally than )heir par value iu coin, and that the proinflamed the passions of the already-excited ceeds should be applied to the redemption of
Irishmen,
flaming posters were the 5-20 bonds. The latter act increased the
issued calling for meetings to protest amount of the 5- per-cent, bonds to #500,000,000,
and providedthat tho whole amount of bonds
against the “outraga"....Disturbances are
issued should not exceed the amonnt originally
again reported among the Russian university
authorized;and the subsequentact of Jan. 25,
students at St Petersburg.... A London dispatch says the iron steamerPallas, from Copen- 1879, authorizedthe refundingor exchanging
hagen for Amsterdam, Is believed to nave of any other 5 or 6- per-cent, bonds which were
redeemableat the pleasure ef the Govern-

Monday, be reviewed 40,U(X) school childrenat
The
the Expositionbuilding, and in the evening attended a reception by the Calumet Club.
Tuesday, he attendeda reception by the Loyal
Legiou at the rooms of the Chicago Club, vis- able
ited the Protestant Orphan Asylum and made a
and
long speech,and in the evening attended the
of
for
Dispatches from Los Pinos Agency Second regiment reception at McVicker’s
and James
<ov. 19, at 10 a. m.,
of the 19th of November state that “the last Theater.Wedneeday, Ni
left for Galena.
forty-eight hours have witnessed a decided
A serious disaster on Lake Ontario
change for the better, and the prospects for a
peaceful solution of the White river troubles occurred a few nights ago. The tag Seymour
and
may kkfely be predicted. Ouray informs the of Ogdensburg,left Gape Vincent with four
commission that the reason why the Indians
refused to testify at first was a fear of arrest, tugs, three dredges snd eighteen eoows in tow
but now that they are satisfied of good for Buffalo. During the night s gale was encountered,and three tugs and all of the small
faith on the part of the commissionthey s ill
dredges and scows were lost. One tug was
all bs here inside of six days, Jack among
the number, and we shall have the Indian picked up, and the Seymour arrived at Sack- for ndered off Heimskirk.Thirty persons perversion of the whole affair. The day ett’s Harbor. Of the crews nineteenpersona ished.
which Douglass gave his testimony were saved. Twelve were lost

for a reception at Indianapolis.Louisville will
take a look at him on the 10th, Cincinnation
the 11th, and Piitsbargh,Harrisburg and Philadelphia on succeeding dates. After his visit
to Washington, he will go Booth, spending the
winter either in Cuba or Mexico.

____________________

Republican candidatesever the Democrats at
the late election are as follows: Gov. Smith,
25,494; Lieut Gov. Bingham, 26, M7; Secretary
Warner, 26,085; Treasurer Guenther, 28,861;
Atfomey General Wilson, 25,682;Superintendent Wnitford,21,836. The above figures are
liable to some change upou refooting, out they
will not be varied over fifty either way.

V

“On July 1, 1864, #100 in gold was worth
#238 in treasury notes; on Aug. 81, 1865, tlx
day when the public debt waa at its maximum
it was worth more than #144; and on Jan. L
1870, #120; since which time the treasury anc
the national-bank note* have gradually iucreased in value, until tbe beginning of tbt
preeent year, when they each readied th«
holdersowning two-thirdsof their respective same purchasing power as sold coin. This
capitals,and eighty-onehave been plaoed in the may be seen by the following table, which
hands of receivers for the purpose of (fleeing gives the value In cents of the standard gold
up their affairs, leaving 2,950 in operationat dollar in legal-tender paper dollars on July 1
of each year from'1864 to 1878, and also on
the date last named.
Jan. 1 of the present year:

.

to consist as follows:

Dent.
the time. Immediately about twenty more chor, and the latterran aground and filled
Senate .......................
34
Chinamen rushed into the tunnel with torohes The beer brewers of Cincinnatihave decided House .......................
to aid their comrades. When they had pene- to “pool their issues.” A giganticcompany,
trated about 1,500 feet tbeir torches caused a with a capital of |H, 1)00,000,is to be formed,
Total ......................
second explosion more violent than the first, all the brewers in the city to be embraced in
colored
shaking t no mountain to its center. Two white the consolidation.
the Legislature, four of

One

Annual Report of the Comptrollerof the
Curreney.

WASHINGTON.

Wall street operator, made #5,000,000 by
the reconi hoary tumble in stocks.

Santa Cruz, Cal

THE NATION’S FINANCES.

matter with him.

known

THE WEST.

V-

oonatruct the Nicaraguan canal. Gen. Grant
says he will meet the gentlemanIn Philadelphia on the 10th of December, and discuss the

mania for stock speculationis
New York u in the flash time* sucAssociation
ceeding the war. Lately the balls and bears
son
House,
hare been engaged ii a fierce strife, and on

great in

""y-TfS1,

a Cabinet meeting last week the in/ his annual report to Secretary Sherman,
Supreme Court that the Federal gives a brief history of the growth of the debt
Trade-Mark law is unconstitutionalwas re- of the United States, and the financial operaferred to, an'*, in view of the existenceof tions of the Governmentfrom the beginningof
treaties with several foreign natious under
the war to the presenttime. The report says:
which we have guaranteed trade-mark protec“ The total number of national banks organtion in this country to tbeir subjects, it was
agreed that the Presidentshould request Con- ized from tbe establishmentof the nationalThe Cincinnati papers report that gress to onset some legislationon this subject banking system,Feb. 25, 1863, to Nov. 1 of tbe
as
which shall be fne from the objection of un- presentyear is 2,438. Of these, 897 have gone
the Cincinnati DivisionPaper Manufacturers’
oonstitutionality,but afford protectionto for- into voluntaryliquidation by the vote ef share-

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.
THE EAST*

town of desperadoes. It began its work, as a
dispatch from Leadville informs us,by marching
to tne jail and taking therefrom Patrick Btnart
and Charles Frodsham, two notorious outlaws,
and banging them in a shed near the jail They
placed on the back of Frodsham a card wsruing a number of notorious charactersto leave
the city or take the same fate. Boeing that the
committee were in dead earnest and meant
business, the characters warned did not stand
on the order of their going, but left in hot
haste. The Leadvillians are now happy, and
peace and quiet reigns w the hitherto desperado-ruledstreets.

-v

•

-

‘

Pspmok OrriCJC, f

WAaHrxoToN. D. C„ Nov. 90.
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To Pension Claiman'e an their Attonieye:
To enable this office to dispatch with bettei
facility the rapidly-increasing
current busi-

a change In tho system of arranging tbe recotds and files has been mad*
which will render it necerssry that all
inquiries for the conditionof penriou
claims on account of servicerendered after
ness,

March 4, 1861, should contain tho name of the
soldier who performe.imilitary mr vice, with
dirt Biate, company and regiment, a* well ae
tho number of claim or pension cortilio&tc,k*
ihe case may be. Inquiries which do not contain
the above information will not be anHWHted,
axcept in specui cases where »h« failure to
furnish it is explained
J. A. Bentley,
Oommisriouer of Pensions.

.

Baron Rothschild,of Vienna, has a
accommodation
he has had a special loose box bnilt at.
the cost of #12,000. This elegant room
forms part of a new stable, which cost
$80,000, and which has marble floors;
favorite horse, for whoso

encaustic tiles painted by distinguished
artists ; rings, chains and drain-traps of
silver,and walla frescoed with splendid
hunting scenes from the pencils of eminent animal painters. The Baron’s annual income is fortunately $1,600,000.

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Bkkvkb ............................
17 25 @10
Boon ..............................
4 00 @6
Cotton ............................12
Floub— Hnperflne..................
6 00 @ 5

25
25
12
40
Wheat-No. 2 .....................1 34 (4 1 46
Cohn— WesternMixed .............59
63
OATS-MIxed ...................... 45
47
90
Bra — Wettern ..................... 89
Pome— Mesa .......................
10 75 @11 00
La hu .............................

&

@
@
@

?

CHICAGO.
Beeve* -Choice Graded Nteers. . . 4 5(1
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 25
.

90
50
00
15
25
6 00
1 17

(dj 4

.

(<$

3
4
4
7

Medium to Fair .......... 3 75 (tf
Hooa .............................
. 3 25 $
Floub— Fancy White Winter Ex. . . 5 75 (.4
Good to Choice Spring Ex . 5 75 (r*
WmcAT— No. 2 Spring .............. 1 16 &
No. 3 Spring ...........
1 08
Corn— No. 2 ...................... 40 (4 41
Oat»— No. 2 ...................... 32
S3
Utx— No. 2 ....................... 70
72
Bahlit— No. 2 ................... 79
80
Buttkr— Choice Creamery .......
33
Eooa— Fresh ....................
19
20
Pobx— Meaa ......................
.10 00 010 60
Lard .............................. l\U.tA 7

.
.
.
.
.
.

0
0
0
0 £
0

.

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No.l

....................
. 1
No. 2 ....................
. 1
Ooxn-No.2 ......................
Oatx— No. 2 .......................
Kyi -No.l .......................
Baxlxy— No. 2 ...................
HF. LOUIS.
Wheat-No. 2 Ited Fall ............ 1
Goxn — Mixed .....................
Oat*— No. 2 ......................
Rte ..........................
Pore— Mew .................
.10
I.*nn .............
.

.
.

.

.
.
.
.

;

.

0
0

18
16
40
32
70
71

0
0
0
&

1
1

1»
17
41

88
71
72

0127

26
38
87
81
74
73
75 010 87 K,

3
0
0

60

6J-

CINCINNATI.
WmtAT ..........................
Cohn ...............
Oat*....

.

............

Bn..
Foxx—

...................
Lard .........................
.

.

TOLEDO.
Whxat- Amber

29 *9 1 30
28 <£180
Coxn-No.I ......................
43 (4 51
Michigan ......... 1
No. 2. Red ...............1

Oatx— No.

9

.......................

DETROIT.

83

34

0 7
0 1
No.l Amber... ......... 1 26 0 1
Coxx— No. 1 .......................
Oat*- Mixed ....... t ..............
35
Baxlxy (per oentel) ............... 1 89 @ 1
Poxx-Mera ..................
00 @11
Floux— Choice ....................
6 25
Whxat— No. 1 a bite ............. 1 27

490

25
28
27
50

37
60

75

EtST LIBERTY, PA.
Beet .....................
4 73
Fair ......................
4 00
Common ................ 8 00
Hoax ..............................
4 00
Bxxxr .............................
8 00

Cattle—

0
@
0

0
0

5
4
3
4
4

09
65
60
89
50

-

ft

An Englishman happened to be present at the Yorktown celebration, last
month, and, after surveying the situation and surroundingssaid: MI can
veil understandnow why Lord Cornwallis surrendered Yorktown; if I
owned such a place, I would give it up

myself.”

to put

GovernmentThe

five civilizedtribes in the Indian Territory

Every
method

writer has his own peculiar

of

composing. Some

novelists,

for example, outline all the plot of a

there is a call for lands in severalty. There is

now working. The

first were the

thony Trollope does not perfect a plot

to New- lieforehand, it is said, but incidents are
foundland, in 1866; the third was laid fabricated to fit the story as it proin 1869, from fit. Pierre, France, to Dux- gresses."He is credited with saying:

two laid from Valentia, Ireland,

The

present list is

going into business on its

own

account

composed of 125,150 army invalid pensioners, as the State of Snperiqr.

a largely increaseddesire for houses and agri-

citizens’ clothing.

pension-list is now larger

than at any previous time.

At the

31,174 army widows, children, and depehdenl

cultural implements, wagons, etc., and for

.

Thus far five telegraphiccables have story before beginningto write ; others
been laid in the Atlantic ocean, con- make the opening chapters without
necting Europe and America, and are much idea of what the end will be. Anall

INDIAN AFFAIRS.

them selves out of their
pain by fighting a duel at the shortest
possible distances. Bostrom shot Ohls-

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

Him

covered in bis own house, and he conMICHIGAN
fessed that he was the thief. He had
The Pewabic Mining Company baft
The Report of CommiislonerHayt.
used the knowledge gained in his medTho annual report of the Commiwioner of ical practice as to where and how to get purchased a long stretch of the Pewabic
lode adjoiningthat mine for $275,000.
son through the fieart, and himself was Indian Affaire ehowa that during the past year at his patients’ valuables;
there has been among the Indians in generala
Dayid Ward, of Pontiac, has purfound with a bullet in his breast. But
THE PENSION OFFICF.
steady advance in civilization,which lias no
chased a 'mill site, with a quarter of a
that bullet was not discharged by Ohlsparallelin any previous year. In this the
mile of lake frontage, near Tawas City.
CommlMioner Bentley'sAnnual Report.
son. A mark on Bo strom’s forehead Ogalalla and Brute Bioux have taken the lead,
Cincinnati parties are in Saginaw arHon. J. A Bentley, Oommiaeionor of Penshows that he had been grazed by the and their progress during the last eighteen
sions, has completed his annual report to the ranging to ship large quantities of Inm- J
shot of his opponent, and it is plain months has been simply marvelous.It is no Secretary of the Interior.It shows that on the ber to that point by rail, the coming
longer a question whether the Indians will
that, unwilling to survive his friend, he
30th of Jane last there were 342,755 persons in winter.
work. Those who are anxious to do so are now
The Menominee Herald ia in favor
the United States receiving pensions from the
shot himself through the heart.
largely in the majority. From all except the
of the Upper Peninsulaof Michigan

olved

recent examinationin Big

navy

West

invalids, 1,772 nsvy Rapids for the appointment of the
widows, etc., 11,021 surviving soldiers of the Point cadetship from the Ninth district,
iowa of deceased
war of 1812, and 21,194 wide
rar. Daring the year 31,346 Benjamin C. Morse, of Marquette, aged
soldiers of that war.
new names were added to the list, and 908 20 years, was the lucky young man.

relatives, 1,844

The following shows the

substantialresults of Indian labor during the
year. They are much larger than ever before,
and but for the severe drought in tho Indian

names which had previoualv been dropped
Fremont Indicator: “They say*
among the Navajoes the increase from the rolls, mainly from failurefor three
m crops would have been much greater, es- years to claim their pension", were restored, there is a fish in First lake that is
poc ally in the corn crop, which is less than that and 13,497 were, for varioue reasons, dropped. about fifteen feet long. It has been
of last vear. By Indians, exclusive of the five
The aggregateamount of one year's pension seen several times by some of our oldest
civilized tribes of the luman Territory, iu 18711:
to all pensionerson the rolls is 125,493,742.15.
Number of acres broken, 27.181; number of but the aotuai annual paymentsexceed tbai citizens, Dr. McNabb among the numacios cultivated. 157.1 GO; number of bu.-helHof sum by several milliondollars. Thin arise# ber.
wheat raised, 328,037; bushels of corn, 648,286; from the fact that nearly all the newly -admitted
JdsHUA W. Waterman, of Detroit,
bushels
of oaia
oats aim
and barley^ 189,054; bushels
isneie Ol
wuouom of army and navy cases have eeveral years’ ac gave $16,000 cash to Grace Episcopal
‘getabloa,330, 69*1; tons of hay cut, 48,833.
orued pension dne at the time of admission,
TCI
Church Society— an out-and-out gtfft to
By the five civilized tribes: Number of acrea which is paid at the first payment
titivated, 273,000; bnabels of wheat raised,
Daring tho year the first paymsnteto new take up the mortgage. He is a wealthy
565,400; bushelsof corn, 2,015,000: bushels ol
pensionersamounted to #5,163,758, of which man who is up to such generous
Territorv and

]

<

bury, Mass.; the fourth in 1875, from “I wrote a novel once in which a lady
Ireland to Rye, N. H., and the fifth, re- forged a will, but I had not myself decently, from Brest, France, to Cape cided that she had forged it till the

Cod, Maas.

chapter before that in which she confesses her guilt. I

once heard an un-

A trusting Minnesota editor moved known critic abuse my workmanship
his office into a building adjoining a because a certain lady had been made
church, hoping that from under the to appear too frequently in my pages
shadow of its tall spire a beneficial in- I went home and killed her immedifluence would

come.

Inside of

a

week a ately.”

_________

wind- storm blew the top off the steeple,

and

Zadkiel, the British prophet, in his

only thing about his shop that
almanac for 1880, intimates that the
was seen to come out from under the
stars will have more or less to do with
shadow was the editor himself on all
the affairs of this country the coming
fours and covered with brick, mortar
year. In March, owing to some malefic
and printers’ ink.
the

conjunction of the planets, “ the Presi-

The

craze for

monuments has struck

Elmira, where Mark Twain married his
wife, and the result is

a monument

to

dent will find ample scope for the exercise of all

of his moderation, wisdom

and patience, for politics will be very

Rev. Thomas K. Beecher once lively and embittered in America, and
suggested that if Elmira wasn’t the United States soldiers will have to take
to the war-path.”There will be fevergarden of Eden it ought to have been,
and the whole community, being humor- ish excitement in New York in May,

Adam.

ists,

propose to raise $2,000 for a mar-

and

“

the marshalingof troops will

memorial of the father of the race, rouse the martial institutions of Repubwith an inscription by the only man ican people,” this unfortunate state of
who ever showed any sentiment over affairs being caused by “the square of
Adam. Apparently Eve is to be left to Mars and Saturn.” Eclipses are also
ble

to bring us bad harvests and other

languish in forgetfulness.

troubles.

uaney,

“

..

.....

oats and barley, 200,000; bashelsof vegetables,
336,000; tons of hay cut, ni, 500.
The only sure way to make the Indiansadvance in civilization under the best condition
to promote their welfareis to give each head
of a family 160 acroi of land, and to each unmarried adult eighty acres, and to issue pat-

#4,375,147 was paid to annv and navy hmvlids,
“tricks.”
widows, etc., and #7,388,611 to survivors and
widows of the war of 1812. The first payment
It is the intentionof the Marquette,
to pensioners of the war of 1812 will rapidly
Railroad
fall off, while a material Increase may be exCompany, which owns a valuable grant
pected in the annv and navv oases for eeveral
years, owing to Uie removal of the limitation of land that contains many tracts carryupon the commencement of pensionsby the ing iron ore, to take measures to develents for tho
The history of the Uto outbreak is given iu acts of Jan. 25 and March 3, 1879.
op the latter.
detail,Witbout disclosingany new facts. Iu
The above-named acta were passed after tbe
reference to the removal of the U tea to some estimates for tbe pensionsfor the fiscal year
RepresentativeSamuel Johnson, of
other location, the Commissioner suggests that
ending Jnne 30, 1880, were submitted, and
Dowagiac, has been appointed by the
a commissionbe appointed to visit tho tribe were not, therefore, taken into account when
and obtain its consentto remove from tho State the appropriationwas made, and there will be State Board of Agriculture Professor
upon ibo payment of the full value of the lands a deficiency in the pension appropriationfor of Agriculture at the State Agricultural
now occupied. The advantages to be obtained the current fiscal vear as nearly as can now College, to succeed Prof. Ingersoll,
by removing them to the Indian Territory are, *be estimatedas follows: #5,000,000 army pensions and #30,000 navy pensions, which should has gone to Kansas.
first, the abundant snpply of arable land and
cultivation; second, immunity from white en- be provided for, in order that the pensions for
Marquette
croachment;and, third, better security for the June quarter may be promptly paid.
keeping the Indianspeaceable, as tho country There were on the 30th of Jnne 136,645 unset- figures show that this season up to Nov.
is not adapted to Indian lighting, and every- tled claims for arrears, an increaseover last 5, there had been 1,188,026 tons of ore
where offers open fields for the use of artillery year of 10,258. To them are to be added about shipped from Escanaba, Marquette, and
and all appliancesof civilized warfare, so 40,000 old claims which were revived by the
L’Anse—
increase of 212,208 tons
Arrearsact of Jan. 25, 1879, or called up from
that, whatever be tho disposition of the Indians,
if a resort to force should be necessary,it the rejected tiles since thst date, for further over the corresponding season of 1878.
could bo made effective in tho interestsof consideration, and these, with the new claims
The Board of State Auditors has alpeace. The Coramisdonor considers the en- filed since the close of the year in excels of
K. North,
actment of a bill extendingthe criminal laws the number sealed, added to the number shown lowed the claim of
of tne rfespectiveStates or Territoriesover the by the record, will aggregate fully 200,000.
as by resolution of the Legislatureat its
Hinco the passage of tbe Arrears set new inIndian reservation of vital importance.
last session, at $1,500.
claim was
The Indian policemen have shown the ut- valid. widows’,minor children, and dependent
most fidelityto tho tiovernment, and have, relatives’claims have been filed at an unprece- for services rendered in raising a comwhen necessary,arrested oven friends and dented rate, the invalid elaime being more than pany for the Fourteenth Michigan inrelatives with absolute impartiality.Several doable the rate of the receipts at any previous fantry during the rebellion.
period except in IHtVi, and the widows’ class exinstances are cited in proof of their fidelity.
There is but one drawback, which should be ceeded any year since 1867, and twice as numorThe Michigan Senatorshlp.
removed by Congress, and that is the inade- ou-4 as any year sinco 1871.
It is estimatedthat at the close of the year
quacy of the pay, which by law is fixed at «.'>
Following is the correspondence in
per month. The Commissionerrecommends there will bo not loss than 250,000unsettled
regard to tho succession to the late
cases before the oflice.
that it be increased to 615 per month.

same.

Houghton and Ontonagon

...

who

The

Mining JoumaVe

an

Manning
The

Senator Chandler’sposition in the
The following novel recommendation is
made: A penal settlementfor the confinement
United States Senate:
I nveiling of the Thomas Statue.
The
domestic economy of Liberty and reformation of the more turbulent and
JUDOB BEAMAN’S DECLINATION.
cisco. Mrs. A. G. Du Tour boarded
No more beautiful day could have been setroublesome individuals among the yanons InAdhian, Mich., Nov. 15, 1879
Hall, the Georgia home of Hon. Alexan- dian tribes is a pressing want For murderers lected than the one o i which the Society of thj.
Dear Sir: My appointment by yon to fill
with M. F. Cummins, a man who apder H. Stephens, is pecuhar. It is prob- and the worst class of refractoryIndians one Army of tho Cumberland, at Washington, Nov. the vacancy in the Senate of the United Btatee,
pears to be very fond of children, until
settlement should bo in Florida, which is far
caused by the death of onr late lamented Senably the only mansion in the country enough from the Indian reservations to make 19, unveiledthe noble monument to that emi- ator Chandler,waa both unexpected and nnher board had grown too large to settle.
any attempt at escape hopeless. Another set- nent eoldier, Georg 3 H. Thomas. The crowd soni?htby me. I ahonld have indicated my
Cummins, it appears, proposed that where the domestic and social arrange- tlement should be at some point iu the North- in attendancewas very Urge, and large num- action in reference thereto at once, but having
ments are entirely unaffected by the west, where oousiderableland can bo found
bers of eminent civilians and soldiers were regard to the importance of the matter I
Mrs. Du Tour should sell her little girl,
upon which imprisoued Indians may bo taught
sicknessor health of the master of the to work for their own support The settie- present to throw their flowers of re- thought it best to take a littletime for considerMaud Du Tour, in consideration of a
ation. 1 have now looked over the subiect
force io
house. Visitors come and go, partake of meitis
ulm„B should
DUuuiu bo guarded by sufficient
------- spect and admiration upon the statue carefully, and in view of the atateof ray health,
release from payment of the board.
of a fearlessand faithful commander. which, although now much Improved ha*
his hospitality, make themselvesat'
Every General officerin the army save three been each that it createsan apprehenaion in
Mrs. Da Tour agreed, and not long ago
_____
—
*lw. able to receive time
imo arrived
orrivorifor
fnr them
ham to
trt bo
hfl returned
rttllimod bOIUC
the
home the
waa preient. The statue is a noble one— an my mind that possibly it may in tho future be
born
e, whether
herv be
little Maud was transferred to Cumcaptives would have reached an advanced equestrian, by Ward. The Presidentof the so- inadequateto ihe proper performance of tbe
them in person or not. Almost every stage of civilization.Inside of Indian ciety, Gen. Sheridan, not being pifent, Gan. 3ffice, have concluded not to accept the high
mins for ten years, at the end of which
train that stops brings coming guests reservations men are everywhere found Jiff C. Davis, presided.The prooosslonwai position so generouslytendered to me.
period she will revert to her mother.
driving a thrifty business in selling the formed on Pennsylvaniaavenue,near the CapiI do not underrate the honor conferredupon
and bears away departing. Dinner is latest and best patterns of arms and fixed tol, and sUrted promptly at 1 o’clock. It was me, nor do I fail to feel the deep sense of obliammunition to non-civilizodIndians. The composed of five divisions, and waa gation that yonr partiality haa imposed npon
The country worst afflictedby car- served at 1, and all who happen to be sales thus made are limited in amount only by one hour in passing a given point Gen. me ; bnt with many thanks, and a profound
he abilityof Indians to purchase.Previous
nivorous beasts and venomous reptiles present take their places at the board. to the Uto Ute outbreak tho Indians were amply T. T. Crittenden was chief Marshal. sense of gratitude, I feel compelled, for tbe
The atatne is located in the Circle formed by reason above itatod,to decline the appointment.
Later visitors take supper, and early supplied with Winchester and tipenoer nflos
in the world is India. Snakes alone in
the intersection of some of the finest avenues
I am, with great reapect, yonr obedient *erF. C. Beaman.
ones
breakfast, and the breakfast table and fixed ammunition, obtained from traders of the citv— Massachusettsand Vermont
1877 killed nearly 17,000 persons, and
outside their reservations. There is no avenues and Fourteenthand M street*. Around
GOV. C ROSWELL’S BEPLT.
always
brings
new
faces.
Mr.
Stephens’
statuteagainst this crime, and tho CommisAdrian, Nov. 17, 1879.
tigers, laopards, jackals, hyenas and
sioner recommended that legislationbe esMy Dear Sir: I have Just receivedyour
other wild beasts n arly 3,000 more. own habit is to rise at 9, and after dress- pecially directed against such sales, by Con- ensign and tbe ooat-of-armaof a State and letter
decliningthe poaition of United Btatee
commemorating
battles
in which the Senator, to fill tbe vacancy caused by the death
./SUVA v/v*****^*—
'O the
------Efforts were made at the same time to ing to be rolled in his easy-chair out gress prohibitingunder severe penalty the panm
sale of botn firearms and fixed ammunition, Army of the Cumberland was engaged, or the of Hon. Zachariah Chandler,and assigning as
destroy the animals, but without much upon the piazza, where he usually calls and farther legislationrequiring non-civihzed name of one of its deceased General officers. a reason for anch declination that the state of
apparent reduction of the number. for a game of whist — an amnsement Indians to be disarmed are the. only common- At each of the fonr sorneraof the pedestalup- yonr health has been each of late that you are
sense and practicable methods of putting an on which tbs statne stands there was a pole, apprehensivethat it may not in the future be
About 127,000 snakes and 22,000 wild which has become a habit with him, end to this dangerous traffic.
with
oorreaponding
---- the ,poles representing
------ _ equal to the responsible datiee of this important
The Poncas are reported as doing well on the States, and flanked by stacks of and exalted office.
beasts were killed, and $50,000 were and helps to solace many an hour of
their now reservation, and rapidlyadvancing muskets and flald-pieoes,the spaces intervenIn view of yonr action in the premises,I
paid in rewards for their destruction. suffering. After an hour or two he re- in the ways of civilization. The progress of ing being ornamentedwith pyramidsof oan- deem it fittingto aay that, in thna tendering
tho youths trained in the Indian schools is of i on-balls. Mere, also, a platform had been
you thla appointment, I was governed by a
British sportsmen have killed millions turns to bed, and rests till dinner, when
the most hopeful character. Exclusiveof the erected, capable of seating 1,500 persona. Tbs consideration
of tbe firm patriotism, the inhe
rises
and
takes
the
head
of
his
table,
platform
for
speakers
was
within
this,
and
its
five civilized tribes of the Indian Territory
of the feline species in India, and there
flexiblevirtue and the earnest devotionto huthat being the only meal he takes in the there aro now over 7,100 Indian children taught panels wars inscribedwith tbs names of An- man liberty and to the preservationof tho
remain millions to kill.
at the agency schools. The five civilized tribes dri-son, Sherman. Buell, and Uosecrana.
Union, aa well as to the eonnd wisdom and sudining-room. After dinner, conver- have 6,250 children at school
Hon. Stanley Matthews delivered a masterly perior capacity which you have exhibited durAmong other recommendations of the report and eloquent address presenting the atatne iug your long and faithfulpublic service in tbe
An old Bible is now in a bookstore in sation and whist are in order, and at 7 is one for the enactment of the law to prevent to the people of the United States, from Congress of the United States and elsewhere.
polygamy and provide for legal marriages tbe Army of the Cumberland, to wnioh Presi- It has been my privilege to know you intiAlbany that was picked up by a Union he goes to bed.
among tne Indians. For this purpose it is dent Hayes responded as follows: "In tbe name mately for the major portion of your
proposed to make civil magistratesof Indian of tbs people of tbe United States I accept this life, and I can truthfully say that you
soldier in the streets of Fredericksburg,
noble statue, so worthy of its subject, created have always formed yonr opinions on measures
Boys* Doings.
Agents.
on Dec. 14. 1862. The soldier gave it
in honor of Gea George H. Thomas by hia of public policy after thorough and fair invescomrades of the illnatriousArmy of tbe Cum- tigation,and, like the lamented Chandler, you
Willie Cook, aged 11, and F> ankle
DepartmentEstimates.
to -his chaplain, who forwarded it to Alberland."
have had the courage at all times and under
Thompson, aged 7, attended the same
bany, and there it has been ever since.
Wasiiixotox, Nov. 19.
The exercises at thd Circle occupied two all cironmstancosto faithfully and fearlessly
public school in Chicago. One day,
hours.
It ia estimated that 50,000 people were
stand by yonr convictions No man haa surThe printingof detailed estimatesfor the
It is a Latin Bible that was printed in not long ago, Willie made a snow-ball,
in the throng that aurronnded the incloaure. A
passed yon in steady attachment to tbe party
fiscal year ending Jnne 2)0, 1881, has been comgeneralholiday waa observed thronghout the of freedom, and no one within a like sphere
the year 1500. The first person of the held it in water until it formed a globe
ploted. The estimates of the amounts required city, and the entire populace appeared to be in his advocated more earnestly its advanced
Uodhead is represented in it in the of ice, and then fired it at Frankie, hit- for expenditure under the War Department the atreeta.
principles, nor co-operated more effectivelyto
ting him a terrific blow in the stomach.
In the evening speeches were made by Gena.
make it a means for the accomplUhtnont of
semblance of an old man with the papal
sggregite #29,321,794for the military estabHe lingered in frightfulagony for sevSherman, McDowell.Van Vliet, and blocum. good government Yonr pnblio and yonr pricrown on his head. The flood is pict- eral days, and death came at last as a lishment, and #7,557,834for pnblic works of President Hayes and Secretaries McCrary and vate life have both been of anch a character aa
to clearly demonstrate to me yonr fitness for
ured— Noah and his wife with their welcome relief. At the time of his vsri ms kinds, including about #5,000,000 for Devins.
the distinction I have sought to confer upon
river and harbor improvements, #1 000,000 for
death
the
little
fellow
was
bloated
most
heads out of the window looking at the
you; and my only regret la that your appresea-coastfortificitione,$774,000for buildings
Cuticular TranKplantation.
hension* in regard to yonr future bodily
flight of four birds. Manna is repre- unnaturally,and his face was disfigured in and around Washington, and #657,000 for
Two or three months ago the scalp of strengthare snob aa to compel you to decline
with eruptions and scratches, as if he
sented about the size of a bread cracker.
had had the small-pox.—Ten young 41 The cost of the naval establishmentia esti- Ellen Belcher, a Brooklyn factory girl, tbe proffeied honor.
Sincerely trusting that yonr restoration to
was torn from her head, her hair, which
Moses is invariablypictured as having boys, of London, Canada, have been mated a’. #14,509.148.
health may be permanent,that yonr days may
The estimates for ihe Indian service foot up
hung
down
her
back,
having
been
discovered in a plot to buy a schooner #4,992,846; for foreign interconrse, #1,185,135;
till be many, and that they may be crowned
horns. _____________
and turn pirates on the lakes. They for salaries and expanses of Collectors of In- caught by some revolving machinery. with tbe choicest of blessings, I am, with the
ternal Revenue, #4.075,000; for expenaerof the The mutilation was frightful. At the highest regard,
The little Swedish town of Nordkop- had purchased revolvers, and were con- mints and assay offices, #1,209,810; for salaries
Your obedient servant
Hospital of Sk Catherine the scalp was
certing as to weapons of warfare. The and expensps of the Treasury Dopartment
Charles M. Crohwkll.
ping has been the scene of a very desmoney for the outfit ($180) one of the proper, 12,661.672; for the Interior Department replaced temporarily, but when Miss
After tbe declination of Judge Beaperate duel, without seconds. Two ofboys stole from a relative. The oldest prop# r #2,146,774 for deficit in postal revenues, Belcher had regained control of her man, the Governor indited the followficers of the Guards, named Ohlsaon boy is 12 years of age. The boys said #7,712,000;for contractionof new light- nerves a physician began the process of ing dispatch :
houses, bfacon#, and flag signals, 1674,000; for
Adrian, Not. 17, 1879.
And Bostrom, were found in a room, they got their idea of the plot fron new Governin' nt buildingsthroughout the transplantingskin to take the place of the
reading “Jack Harkaway ” and kindreo country, #2,247,000; for judicial salaries and scalp. Minnte islands of skin, includ- Hon. H. P. Baldwin, Detroit:
both shot through the heart. They had
On account of hia health Judge Beaman has
xpe-.ses of courts, #3,250,000; for pensions. ing the papillary layer of the true skin,
stories,—
4-year- old son of F. B.
felt it his dutytodeolinethe appointment of
#32 044,000; for salaries and expenses of the were snipped off with a pair of curved
been firm friends, and the mystery of
Seel je, of Adams, Mass., while running
United States Senator, and I have designated
two Hom-ei of Cjngress (about). •IW.OOO;
their death has only been solved by about the house with a tin whistle in for tbe salaries of President and Vice President scissorsfrom other parts of her body yoarselfto fill tbe vacancy.Will you be at
and planted. Bits were also ent from nome to-morrow? Charles ML Cboswell.
letters which they wrote to their rela- his mouth, accidentallyfell, driving the and expensesof the Executive office, #97,404;
for exp uses of the tenth census, #2,750,000.
the arms of the girl’s sisters, and from • In reply Mr. Baldwin forwarded the
tions. It seems that one of these gen- whistle through to the back part of the
The grand aggregate of estimatesl» #J86,- some of the sistersof the hospital. In following:
neck, striking the spinal column, and 347 129. The total amount appropriated by
Gov. O. M.CrosweU, Adrian:
tlemen, who was engaged to marry a
fonr days the transplanted skin began
making a possibly fatal
,
1 shall be at home to-morrow and will bo
Congress for the current fiscal year was $162,to grow. It will be three years, if not hsppy to see
lady of good family, had, previous to
H. P. Baldwin.
longer, before the scalp can heal comThe National Volunteer Soldiers’
And later a dispatch accepting the
his engagement, maintainedrelations
pletely, however, and fiair will never honorable appointment:
Home, in the State of Maine, located at 'riot of Colombia.
svith a notorious woman in Stockholm.
grow again. This interestingcase of
Detroit,Hot. IT, 1179.
Togus, comprises fonr large brick buildHis friend rashly announced tho en- ings about 150 feet long, sixty feet wide
Dr,Cbillub wm 60 years old, and what surgeons call “cnticular transplant- Got. O. M. Oroswsll, Adrian:
gagement to this person, who, thereon, and three stories high. The hospital had white hair, a long white beard, and ation ” suggests the humorous possibilwrote a letter to the yonng 'lady, which is near the barracks, and, like the main aa excellent: reputation.He was re- ity that all the negroes might be grafted
garded as the most exemplaryman in into Caucasians, and thus settle the jjreasmy
made her behave witti great coldnessto buildings, is built of brick. The highest number ol inmates last winter was Mancie, Ind. A series of burglaries exodus bnainetjk
her lover. The •Guardsman found life
were committed,and he was chosen
A QUEER case comes from San Fran-
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A

•

wound.

1,193, while

unendurable;his friend also

suffered

down

B

you.

in summer they dwindle

to 500 or 600, the balance obtain-

the tortures of remorse, and they re- ing furloughs and securing work.

Chairman of a committee of detection. The man whose head waa turned does
Then the plunder was accidentally dis- not know who to lathe blame to.

wonting to show that your oonfldenoshas net
boon
H. P. BALDWIN.

misplaced.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

“A FIXED FACT.”
And

Saturday, Nov. 29. 1879.

It Is Beyond All Contro-

FALL AND WINTER OPENING.

versy.

THE THIRD-TERM PROGRAMME.

The Larger the Business the Smaller
the Profits.

Graot’a written speech, delivered in
Chicago on Wednesday,

when

ficant,but

of

is

PEOPLE BECOMING SATISFIED.

itself signi-

A

taken in connection with

A Big Rush Every Day.

a letter received here by one of the managers of the third-term boom, from

Grant’s

most

one

of

intimate and confidential

A

Large Dry Goods and Carpet
House Leading the Tride
in MjMiigmw,

friends, this carefully prepared speech be-

comes especially significant. In

his letter

Grant’s friend says that in due time Grant
will let

known

be

It

and Passenger

HOSIERY of

in dif-

and

DRESS GOODS.

Fall and winter

The

In our

That Messrs Spring & Company are do- Numbers of

SHAWLS,

PRINTS and GINGHAMS, of

the latest styles.

a lar^e

BOOT

have

variety of Trimmings.

pie; or, in other words, that if nominated

a

and

and

SHOE

Department, we

to play the role of the great

is

hour of

the

“morn

day, from

eve,” will convinceany

gers think, will be most appropriate.
They argue that, after the election of 1880,

skeptical on this point.

“boom.” Large

have been advocated by merchants for

and years. Spring

and small

great nation,

for a

He

tional attitude of the republican party.

remain

country

in the

Cuba and Mexico,
to the United States

will not return

spring. Then he

untill

will

land at

sue

New

Orleans and make a tour through

Going

the

payment” days, and

is

taining a population which

a

city con-

demands

latest noveltiesin all styles of Dress

candidate in

will not be a

make him many

way for this part of

H

O L

trade. Through the enterprise of

concern the ladies of our city are en-

this

Cor. of Fish

and Eighth

Sts.

New

cities. Having a resident buyer in

York,

WARD
Hardware Store

and makes of Dry Goods or Carpets are

programme. I happen to know that forwarded here on the day after their apscheme will be much more acceptable pearance in the metropolis. That this
to a greater number of southern demogenerally supposed to be pos-

conspicuous democratic con- sales of Messrs. Spring &

A

gressman from

who

a southern state,

a distinguished general in the rebel

was

ample

army,

Carrying by far the

largest stock of

He was

any

great

quantities and at small profits, and having
the noveltiesof each season as they appear,

ceived opinion of Grant was entirely chang- Spring &

ed.

Company

are justly entitled to

he said, that the the heavy sales which all who are posted,
southern leaders had made a great misknow they are daily making.
take in keeping aloof from Grant during
satisfied,

had made the

have had

his confidence

Another time,

and

the chance offered, he trust-

The

Singer Sewing Machine Mfg. Co.
ed they would not make the same mistake. have appointed Mr. L. T. Kanters as their
agent for this locality.He is ready now
-N. 7. Sun.
to sell on easy monthly payments. Give
him a call and get the Best Machine in the
A Colored Inventor.
42— iw
The Denison (Tex.) New has seen letif

world.

ters patent granted to Willis W. Sauls,

ton-chopperand planter. It

is

ious contrivanceand a practical success,

being a plow-planned machine, running

on two

Now

is your chance to buy a cloak. I
few elegant Cloaks left, which I
an ingen- will close out at greatly reduced figures.
Come soon and take your pick. They are

colored, of Denison, for an improved cot-

have

a

and

42-lf.
the reigning style,

beautifully made.

D. BERTSCH.

cast-iron driving wheels, which,

Remember

by a combinationof cog-wheels, chops the

that Msssrs. Huizenga & Co.
cotton across the rows, or at right angles, ate sellingGroceries cheap, and have just
added a large stock of Crockery to their
whilst the machine travels parallel with
list of goods. Call, for bargains. 41-tf.
them. At the same time it plows the
dirt

from the cotton

and then

in front, chops it out,

throws the soil

back

the cot

luhwttementis.

ton again, stops chopping or chops extra

pleasure. By a simple con-

fast, at your

trivance the chopper may be removed and

replacedby

a cylinder that transforms the

chopper into

and

a simple

effective cotton-

planter, which drills the furrow, plants
the cotton,

and

pletely. It

is,

rolls

the

and

covers it com-

without

Afeiri thinks,

doubt, a most useful farm implement, and
it is the honest opinion of farmers

CARPENTER SAWS
/o& iSr ^ MOTU
h^Ve have hundreds of
«ir

Machine who

and ex-

*

and

*'«»«’

°x-

tetters from men nelng
say they would not take (A fur iu

36- tf.

perts that Sauls has a decided bonanza in

NOTICE.

his invention.

Col. R. G.

INGERS0LL,

No. 1, ‘-The Mistakes of Moses."

‘.Skulls.”

Complete,Price

15c.

)Vood Wanted!

SIXTY CORDS ol
SAWED, SOUND. GREEN CORD WOOD, beech
public school grounds, of

,

I'VE FAULT having been made inlhc conditions or hard-maple, with the price of each kind and the
LJ of payment of a cer.ain mortgage executed number of cords to be delivered.
by WilliamH. Doming ai d Eliza June Dcmiig. his
By order of the Board of Education,
wife, to Abel T. Stewart (now deceased), dated
„
C. DOESBUKG, Sec.
September twenty-fifth.A. 1)., 1871, and recorded
Holland. Nov. 15.
40-8w.
J. VAJ'f DER VEEN, Prop’r.
in the officeof the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
countyv Michigan, on October twelfth, A. D. 1871,
A large assortment of
iu Liber X of Mortgages, on pace 143. on which
mortgage there is claimedto ho due at the date of
TRUTHS.
this notice the sum of one hundred and fifty-three
dollars and s!xty»slx cents ($lM.Wi); and no proHop Bitters are the Purest and
Of the belt quality,at rations prices. A complete
ceedings at law or in equity having been instituted
stock of
Best Bitters ever known.
to recover the debt secured by suid mortgage, or
They are compoundedfrom Hops, Bnchu,
GLASS, any part thereof: Now, therefore,notice is hereby
Mandrake and Dandelion— the oldest, best,
given, that (by virtue of the power of sale in said
FKKD-CUTTERS,CORN-8H ELLERS,
and most valuable medicinesin the world, and
mortgage contained, and the statute in such case
And all kinds of Farming Implements. Repaircontain all the best and most curative properprovided!, on Monday the twenty-third
lug of Tinware neatly done on short notice.
ties of all other hitters, being the greatest
day of February, A. I). 1880, at one o clock,
Blood Purifier,Liver Regulator, and Life and
J. VAN DKR VEEN.
Health Restoring agent on earth. No disease
in the afternoonof said day, at the front door of
Holland. Nov. 1, 1879
38-fimo.
or Ill-healthcan possiblylong exist whdre
the court house in the city of Grand Haven, Michthese Bitters are used, so varied and perfect
igan (said court house be ng the building wherein
are their operations.
is held the circuit court for tho county in which
They give new life and vigor to the aged and
the mortgaged premises a-o situated),said mort
infirm.To a'l whose employmentscause Irgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the premises
regularity of the bowels or urinary organs, or
described in said mortgage,or so much thereof as
who requirean Appetizer,Tonic and mild
may be necessary to satisfy the amount due on
Stimulant, thc-e Bitters are Invaluable, being
said mortgage,interest to the date of such sale,
highly curative,tonic and etlmnlating, without
and legal costs, including an attorney's fee of fifty
intoxicating.
dollars,as in said mo gage provided. The prem
No matter what your feelings or symptoms
ises to bo sold are describedns follows, in said
OF
are, what the diseaseor ailment is, use Hop
mortgage: All of those certain pieces or p-rcels of
Bitters. Don’t wait nntil von are stek but if
land, situate, lying ami being tu the county of OtP.
yon only feel bad cr miserable, nse the Bitters
tawa. in the Slate of Michigan, and more particu*t once. It may save your life. Hundreds
larly known and described us lots numbered three
ON THE
have been saved by so doing. CWISOJ flFl
and four, iu block number forty-seven, of the city
will be paid for a case they will not cure or help.
of Holland, according to tho recorded plat of the
Cor. of Eighth and Elver St recta, village(now city) of Holland.
Do not suffer yourself or let your Iriend*'
suffer,but use and urge them to use H6p
Dated November 26, 1879.
Bitters.
HENRY BAUM, and
Still continue* to sell as cheap as ever, and our
R-mcmbcr, Hop Bitters is no vile, drugged,
ELIZA J. STEWART,
American and Holland customerscan rely on just
drunken nostrum, but tho Purest and Beat
Executors of the last will and testamentof Abel
as civil and efficient treatment as heretofore.We
Medicine ever made; the *• Invalid’s Friend
T. Stewart, mortgagee, deceased.
have a Stock of
and Hope,” and no person or family should be
J. C. POST, Attorney for said executors of mortwithout them. Try the Bitters to-dny.
43-13w.

„

1S79.

STOVES

HARDWARE, TINWARE,

.

READ!
THE

GR0CERY| FEED STORE
Mrs. M;

Or any other kind, yon can fils tpoMracf/ with onr
Mew Machine to that it will cut Metier than
Meer. The teeth wttt all remain of equal size and
A*6 on receipt of 8 2. r>o to any
part of the United Htates. IlliistratedCircularsfree.
Qe«4 Agent* wanted in every county

LECTURES
OF

of

Mortgage

his friendship.

within the reach of everybody.

next, at one o’clock in the afternoon, Any of above sent postpaid upon receipt of price.

48-4w.

(Pditional ^oral.

effort they could

.STATE OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa,cs.
At a session of the Probate Court of the county
of Ottawa, holden at the probate ofttcetn the
city of Grand Haven in said comity, on Monday
the twenty-fourth day of November, in the year
one thousand eight hundred and seventv-nine.
Presqnt : 8/mlei, L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of Hendrik Dunuiuk,

.

his eight years’ reign at the white house.
If they

Price

THE FULL AND COMPLETE

be assignedlor the hearing of said petition,and
Address: P. W. CA2BCLL,
that the heirs at law of the said deceased, and all
211 Randolph Street, Chicago,Ills
other persons interestedin said estate, are required
to appear at a sessio i of said court, then to be
N. B.— Just out! “Life ar.d Trip Around the
holnen at the probate office, in Grand Haven, in
World of Geu. Grant.''5 cents.
said connty, and show cause, if any there be, why
the prayer of the petitionershould not be' granted: •‘Last Speech of Sen. Zach. Chandler” and BioAnd it is further ordered, that said petitioner give graphicalSketch, with Urge Portrait of Mr
Chandleron cover page. 5 cents.
notice to the persons interested in said estate of
the pendency of said petition and tho hearing tsT-Sent post-paid on receipt of price.
thereof, by cousing a copy of this order to be
41 -8w.
published In the “ Holland City News.” a newspaper printed and circulated in said county of
Oitawa, for three successiveweeks previous to
said day of hearing. •
A true copy, (Attest.) Samurl L. Tate,
J udge of Probate.
The Board of Education of the cltvof Holland
*
will receive sealed proposals up to and including
the 29th day of November next, for delivery at the
Sale. »

witness.

was thrown concern inthi^line, selling goods in
into close connection with Grant at the

of 1877, and in this interview his precon-

mich:.

Probate Order.

December

Company bear

told me not long ago that he

close of the electoralcount in the spring

IT r>,

Monday the twenty-second day

new feature is appreciated, the increased

sible.

-A.

deceased.
No. 2,
No. 3, “Ghosts.1
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
No. 4, “ Hell.1'
of Arie Van Kegenmorter.representingthat said
AUo, "Ool. Ingeriolland Hi* Chicago Crltlci,"
Hendrik Dunnink lately died tn said county intestate, leavingpersonalestate in said connty of
A Lecture by the Rev. Ja». K. Applebce.
Ottawa to bo administered, and praying that adPRICE 5 CENTS EACH.
ministration thereof may be granted to John C.
Post of said county. Thereupon it is ordered, that
Also, "The Ase of Beaicn,” hr Thcnai Paine.

all patterns, styles, weights, color

this

is

L

FIRST

the

crats than

exchange for goods.

Dry Goods, Carpets and whatever pertains

votes in

the south. His tour through the south next
to pave the

in

H-A.RRinsra-rroiT,

Goods,

term. The mom- abled to make their selectionsfrom an asination, in other words, is to be thrust sortmentas varied as that found in New
upon him, and he will accept it in a York, Chicago, Detroit or any of the larger
way that, while it will not alienate the

e.

the

theordiary sense of the

is

mention.

ALSO, STOVE WOOD.

farther than this, they recognize

that Grand Rapids has outgrown its “Indian

to the

spring

to

Call and look over the Store, and you will be pleased to acknowledge the completenessof our Stock.

According to the scheme so carefully

republicans, will

numerous

ornamental articles, too

Lime, Stucco, Lath, Shingles, Salt (by the pound or barrel) always on hand.

there enormous stock.

southern states.

matured, Grant

sary, useful and

with regard to every article kept in

it

this

winter, but will go to

and

cheap as any-

as

strong government,

a

and plenty of spoils. They say that
Grant, having been out of the country,
is not responsible for the present secis not going to

SUGARS,

where else, and hundreds of other neces-

profits

but they pur-

vertise this as their policy,

50 ceuts^

are so crowded that we desire our customers to ask for goods if they don’t see them.

& Company not only ad-

statesrightstheories and go in with a will

IES, includingthe best Japan Tea for

All grades of

real bargains.

Wheat, Corn, Oats, Potatoes, Butter and Eggs taken

south will be perfectlywilling to abandon
its preference for democratic doctrines

FAMILY GROCER-

the business

tired of the sectional issue, and that the

sales

We

one who may be

It is but an illustration
of

the people of the north will be heartily

dewey

till

HORSE BLANKETS.

full line of choice

In boxes,

accept. At ing three or four times the amount of busSKIRTS of differentstyles.
Ready-Made CLOTHING— the largest and
the same time, it is asserted that Grant
iness ever known before in their line, is Ladies’ and Misses’ UNDERWEAR, of
most complete stock ever brought into
will not be a sectional candidate. He exdifferentprices. Babies’ Bootes, etc.
Holland.
coming to be conceded as a fact. A
pects support from the south, and if elected president he will not t^e a sectional pre- glance through their grand store at any
conciliator. This, his presidential mana-

Endless variety of

to display it. Call for

tyy the republican pary be will

sident. He

everything else In the rubber line.

A

complete line, piled up

and lack room

of all prices,

BOOTS, PANTS, CAPS, and

Buttons, Nubias, Umbrellas,etc.

lat-

CLOAKS,

A large variety of ready made

every description; Ladies’ Rubber

Misses’ HOODS, corded Velvet,

and patterns. Real novelties. Stock of

est stylos

A complete stock CLOAKING, and

Elevator.

American peo-

he is at the disposal of the

DRESS SILKS

of differentprices.

A Double Store with Five Floors

authoritatively that

large number of

ferent shades and colors.

Visser,

DRY GOODS

Try Hop Cough Care and Pain Relief.
For sale by J. O.

Chancery Sale.

DOEBBURQ.

Which we icli cheap. BUTTER and EGGS will
be taken in exchange. Call and see for yourself, STATE OF MICHIGAN: The Circuit Court for
15th Inst.,there etrayed
• the Copnty of Ottawa— In Chancery.
at the old store of
A
Electrio Light.
into my yard three head of cattle;all of them
Jan Panels. Jacob Van Putten, Johannes
MRS. M. P. VISSER.
are red. The oldest one is a milch cow, six or
Dijkcma,Marla Kanters. Maalkc Plugger
Holland, Nov. 1,
38-3mo.
seven years old; the second is a young cow abont
an Infant under the age of 21 years, l>>
A new electric lamp was exhibited yes- five years old; and the third Is a heifer. The oldGerrit Van schelven her next iYIentf
terday at 2 Howard street. It is an im- est one has a rag tied around each of her horns
Elizabeth Oggel and Wilhelmina Kruidenear the head, ard the second has a leather strap
nier, complainants.
provement on the lamp inventednearly a around her nock. The owner la requestedto call
vs.
on the undersigned, prove his property, pay cost
CornellsKeppcl, Jenncke Keppel and
year ago by W. E. Sawyer.
electricof keepingand advertising,and take them away.
Between 3,600 Offices of thle Co. In
Jacob R. Scncpers, defendants.
j,
JAN GIBBER.
ity iageneratedhy asraall dynamo-electric
Ingland, Kiddle and Western States! also
The undersigned having formed a co-partnership
In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said
Residing In the township of Laketown, abont one
for the purposeof carrying on a
CircuitCourt for the connty of Ottawa, in^hancery, to offices of nearly all Connecting Llncc.
machine. The pencil of carbon, which is
mile west of Mrs. Ellzur Hopkins1.
made In the above entitled cause, on the twentyHolland, Nov. 22,
41-4w.
heated to incandesence,is hermetically
fonrlh day of March, A. D. 1879. Notice is hereby
/”\N

New

SATURDAY,the

1879.

The

—

,

.

New

.

Store!

REDUCED PACKAGE RATES

New

1879.

sealed in a glass tube containing nitrogen.

The pencil is eight inches long, and it

given that

Dissolution Notice.

is

claimed that one pencil will burn three

_ _
Claimed
the Hghtiog
extinguishwilTb^settVed^Tohn
Ingofone of the lamps does not effect "1|; ^ bMi„e„ M «emohours

a day

that

is

It

fora year and a half.
or

*or

and against said firm

fore.

others in the circuit. A

company

styled

the eastern Electric Manufacturing Co.
it is said, being

is,

^

G. J. A. PE8SINK,
,
JOHN FESSINK.
Dated. Holland, Nov. 20th, 1879. 4Mw.

„

____

organized for the manu-

facture and sale of the lamp.—

iF.

Y. Ex.

A valuable Black Newfoundland Dog,
about2# years of ago; answers to the
Before you begin your hwtvy spring name of Krul. He has one elongated
work after a winter of relaxation, your white spot on his forehead, and a like spot
on his breast. The dog is missing since
system needs cleaning and strengthening
Thursday, Nov. 20th. Any one who will
to prevent an attack of Ague, Billious or return tho same or give any Infnrniation
Spring Fever, or some other Spring sick- that may lead to his recovery, will bo
ness that will unfit you for a season's work. liberallyrewarded by the owner,
real

will

save time,

much

sicknessanti

expense if you will use one

bottle of

Bittersiu your family this month.

G. ROOKS,
Residingin the

Town of

the Town of Fillmore.
Holland, Nov. 25th,

Holland, near
42-2w.

Thirteenthday

of

No. 82

Eighth

&

Co.

VERY

AREND VI98CHER,

|3F“A1I kind* of Farm Produce taken tn ex- Circuit Court Commissioner In aud for Ottawa
change.
connty. Mich.
M. HUIZENGA,
P. U.^McBRIDE,Complainant'sSolicitor.
Holland, Nov. 1,
G. 0.
.

.

1879.
PLKY.
88-lnto.
1

WANTED

10,000

86-tf.

'

OlntmraLWarrct.etto
N.

TsW.r, M. Louis,I

Packages not exceeding

......
44

“ “

20, 5c.
$40, 20c.
......$50,
25c.

..........
f

.

.

...

1

......

Larjt sum* in much smaller proportion.

MERCHANDISE.
Lowemt and HljkMt Ckarfw, affordlog to

DUum.

Packages not exceeding

*!iMS)siSsli‘5W'
PRINTED MATTER.
aibe. |5c. I Bibs. 200. I 4lbe.25c
ORDERS FOB PUBCHABUIGGOODS
charge for carrying the goods.

Send yoar Money and Parcels by Express
ohea pe»t and q u lokeet, with pozlUve ee c u r ty
l

A MONTH! AMWTS WAHTEDI

BI8HXL8BfCimS, of which I

... __ make Buckeye Pile
cur. PiIm.
AvUrsa with lUap, Dr. J.
FiIm. AJdrtu

CURRENCY AND GOLD.

A. D. 1880. at one o’clock in the afternoon,

St,

—

— MONEY

Jan-

at

STORE,

I

1879.

the

the front door of tho court house, in the city of
Grand Haven, in said county, I, tho subscriber,a
Circuit Court commlMlonei in and for said connty,
Respectfully invite the public to come and give will sell at public auction, to the highestbidder,
them a sail, at VENN KM A'S BRICK
the lands aud premisesdescribedIn said decree,
STORE,
viz: All of that certain piece or parcel of land
situate In the city of Holland in the county of Ottawa and State of Michigan, ard deecriben as follows, -o-wit: all of that part of lot unniberedfive
(5) In block numbered thirty-four(31) in said city,
which Is bounded on the sonth side, on the cost
side and on the north side by tho southeastand
north lines of said lot, and on the west slde.by a
line running parallel with the east line of said lot
Will make It an object for cash enstomersto deal and eighteen (18) feet west therefrom,the same
with them. Their Stock Is ill fresh and complete; being the.easteigtyccn feet of said lot numbered
five (5) acording to the recorded map of said city
call and see for yourself.
on record as of the villageof Holland In the office
of the Register of Deeds for Ottawa county, MichGROCERIES SOLD
CUE A?.
igan.
Dated November 26th, 1879.
A full assortmentof Crockery.

M. Huizenga

Strayed or Stolen.

WOBKINOKEN.

You

uary,

on

$350

7 5

iWft

jiicfrtr.

36-tf.

Millie Artltln la
Ad. JAY

UeW.rld i astm-

BRONSOW|MMt,Uicli

WM.

G.

FABGO. Pm’t.

OTTO BREYMAN,

Local Agent,

Holland, Mioh

Thk American $20 gold piyco has

luttings.

suc-

Lake Michigan are

in

a very bad

W.

Rev.

condi-

C. H. Bliss, of Allegan, re-

cently officiated at

Mr.

grandson.
A collectionwas taken up in Hope (2nd
Gillmore, -in lilinloia,which

amounted

to a trifleover

$6.00.

>

of Prof.

election of elders and deacons in some of

them.

Sunday in Newark, N. J., where recentwas so much excitement about

now in

the

Germans

County Clerk

The schooner Wollin was successfully
off the beach on Wednesday night last,
and is now safely moored to the dock.
Our whole fleet is in now with the excel

placed on onr
Counters on

will be

londay Morning, Nov.

in a few

We received during last week over $20,*
000 worth of the following great bargains,
which we offer fully 20 per cent, below
often doe* a slight former prices.

Parents.— How

Consequences.Keep Dr.
Syrup

want.

get all the beer they

To

Couch or Cold lead to the most serious
at

home.

French Novelties $2, former

Cough

Bull’s

Physlcicians prescibc it.

HOUSE

off the

THE CITY OF GRiND RAPIDS,

Nos.

and 14 Canal Street,

2

1

OppositeSweet’s Hotel.

You

price $3.

will find all

and every
you

GAME

in tbeir season,

made

effort will be

at home, and

feel

make

to

to minis-

$1.75.

your wants with

ter to

French and German Novelties 50c,

kindness and alacrity.

former price 75c.

Holland, Mich., Nov. 27th, 1879:

--

----------

OYSTEH,

French Novelties $1.25, former price

List of Letters remaining in the postoffice at

Prop’r.

This la nt present the most popular

3

Black Lake was nearly covered with
English Dress Goods In beautiful effects,
F. Bears, J. J. Young, James Koneley, ice on Tuesday and Wednesday last, but a
35e, 40c, and 45c, formerly sold for 50
The engine hauling the passenger train R. H. Gibbs (2), 8. Howell, W. N. Perdue. rain-storm from the southward, which and 00c.
Wm. Verbkek, P. M.
on the Grand Haven railroad gave out on
commenced on Wednesday afternoon and
Beautiful Scotch Plaids (all wool) 46
Monday last, and had to lay at Nepv Hoicontinued on Thursday, took it all away inches wide, for 85c, worth $1.25.
Capt. Brower, of the steam tug Twiland three hours to await the coming of
again.
We call special attentionto our immense
light, is buildingup quite a reputation ns
another engine. The trains were all on
stock of Black Cashmeres, which we
a wrecker. Me once look the schr. Wollin
The executive committee of Lyceum bought very much under regular value,
time again next day.
days.

0

IN

Thousands take it. Price 25 cents.

binder’s hands, and will be ready for distribution by the

And

lion of the schooner Joses.
ly there

«•———
|s

Bone? Carpenter,

uo damage.

Co., manufacturing

The job

HAVE ARRIVED,

The schooner Joses was benched north

nearly 80 near SnugiUuck harbor. She is reported
to rest easy, and has apparently sustained

Wr have just finishedthe pamphlet the liquor law, has settled down into a
containing the proceedings of the Board of quiet acceptanceof the situation,and the
Supervisors.

RESTAURANT,

his of the nbrth pier oir Saturdaymorning Inst

Thanksgivingday passed of very quiet.
Religious serviceswere held in all the

engage in the service of the celebrated

-

now

METROPOLITAN

churches. In the afternoon there was an got

Master Jacob M. Doesburg,son

chemists.

Bliss is

years old.

C. Doesburg. leaves for Detriot to-day, to

&

the marriage of

church of Rev.

to aid the

Win. B.

firm of Park, Davis

Our Big Bargains

the east nhore of

tion.

Kef.) Church,

to

nominate Charles Francis Adams.

standard of the world.

All the harbors on

Young Mr. Samuel Bowles adheres

ceeded the English sovereign ns the gold to the faith of his frther, and rises to

beach in six hours, and rendered Hall have contracted for the putting in of

FINE LiaUORs" and CIGARS
ALWAYS ON HAND.

Regular Meals only 25
Mr. Carpenter also has a Sample

_

No. 11 Ionia

_

at

R. Getz

is

Street, ot

ets.

Room
Wm.

which Mr.

manager.

/

and otter them at following very low prices:
84— tf
a furnace, and the scenery and drop cur- 36 inches wide, fine, all wool Black Cashmeres,
45c,
worth
60c;
38
inches
50c,
very
Dr. S. L. Morris, has had a runaway, near time.
tain. It is confidentlyexpected that the
fine 60c, formerly 75c; 40 inches wide 70c,
Red Cloud, Neb., hurting him considerahall will soon be thrown open to the pub- worth 85c; 40 inches extra heavy 75c ; 40
The Singer Sewing machine Company
bly. His hones were afterwards found in
lie, ifl a few days.
inches wide 90c, worth $1 ; 46 inches extra
having appointed Mr. L. T. Ranters as
a neighboringtown, ten miles distant. No
fine $1, never before sold for less than
their agent, Mr. C. F. Kennedy will leave
serious injury, however, was sustained.
The first two numbers of a newspaper $1.25.
us in a few days. Mr. Kennedy is a genial
Also an Immense stjck of Low Priced
Three doors East of Kruisenga’s Store.
named The Manintec hulejyendentarc on our
While Mr. J. Fliemnn was hunting on and sociable gentleman, who is sure to
table. It is a very neat seven column folio, Dress Goods. 2,500 yards Snow Flake
Dress Goods 0c a yard. 8,000 yards heavy
Thursday morning last, he accidentally make friends wherever he travels.
and seems to have li^ve men at the head of plaid Dress Goods 8c. 5,000 yards of very
shot himself, the hall entering his hat at
Ouu thanks are due to our freiud Mr. it. If it continues as it has begun we be- heavy Camels’ Hair Dress Goods, excelthe forehead, the ball grazing his skull,
Chas. Odell for a mess of venison. Mr. speak for it a good patronage. The city lent goods to wear, at 12^jC per yard,
PILOPILIB1TOK..
and leaving through the top of his hat.
worth 25c.
Odell makes it a point to take a vacation of Manistee is growing rapidly, and ought
The wound hied freely and is not dangerOur Dress Goods stock is undoubtedly This new store will keep a full supply of the best
every fall and go hunting up north in the to support this enterprise.
and flneat
ous, but it was a close call.
the largest and best assorted in the city.
woods. He was in company with Mr.C.
The British steamship City of Bristol
We would call attention to our bargains
Fitaiiii Met Article, Cigars,
Mr. Aart Verschoor, who has been Miller,and both report having had good

The news

has reached this city that

the schooner valuable service again this

WARD

FIRST

DRUG STORE,

- —

--

-

Dr.R.A.Scliouten,

known

here to a great

home,

at his

in

many

people, died

Dundee, Monroe Co., Mich.,

at the age of 45 years, of

Thursday, November 20th. Mr. Verschoor

was a

The king

consumption, on

whole-souled,genial companion,

with a happy disposition.May he rest in

of Holland has the largest pri-

vate conservatory in the

two immense palm

tains
of

It con-

which weighs two and a half tons, be-

dome

plants. The glass

At the forenoon services in the Third house
Reformed Church a collection was taken
up

world.

trees, the smaller

side a wonderful collection of tropical

peace.

for College educational perposes,

is ninety feet

and eighty

of the huge green-

high and one hundred

diameter.

feet in

----

which

•*«»>

----

To show where our cattle goes

amounted to $8,00.— In the afternoonan

to,

we

the vacancies of can mention that Mr. P. Kleis has been
retiring elders and deacons;of the elders, buying for parlies in Iowa, and shipped
— P. Gunst, (new); K. Schaddelee(reelect- forty head about three weeks ago, about

election was held to

fill

ed). Deacons— S. Sprietsma,(re elected) eighty four head

last

week, and will ship
week. Buy-

aonthcr lot during the coming

D. Baert, (new).

ing cattle in Michigan to be shipped west

The round

house at the Chicago

& West

for fattening on the prairies,is a

Mich, railroad depot will be considerably ture to
enlarged as soon as carpenters can be got
to

work. There

new

fea-

us.

tension to the passenger depot of 60 feet, burned to death or disfigured for life by
so as to afford better accommodations for

Eads

jetties at

kerosene lamp accidents than from any

Thursday (Thanksgiving)afternoon. Mr.

It is refreshing

Shields

&

Co., of

Grand

gone South for his health. The
the

style of

—

Mr. J. G. Shields will

make

is

personally

known to us

the regular

as a

Grand Rapids, Mich.
fSTTo t*avo ttmc ami trouble,wr mention that
we are positivelya One Price EstalAUhment.

PROF. HARRIS’ RADICAL CURE
FOB BPERMATOBRHGIA.

thorough

to the gentleman, who cannot fail to make a
& S. Van vorable impressionwherever he goes.

"SEMINAL PASTILLE"
A

fa-

ViluahU Discovery

handsome resjdence, 4 u Berge. They keep up with the times
One day last week an Indian who was
which was £ .d display an astonishingamount *of
hunting near Cass City discovered a large
already and fitted up for- occupation,so Jioveltiesand goods of the latest styles.
bear in the top of a tree, and shot him
that the reception could be held there in At present they are ready to open for the

We

*

.•

are requested to announce by the

treasurer of the Township of Holland— G.
J. Hesselink,— that he will be at the boot

and shoe store of Messrs. W. & H. Elferdink every Friday, from 9 a. m. until 4
p. m., for the accommodationof those

who
and

wish to pay their taxes in this city,
for the last

two weeks during tax-pay-

holidays, but the array of glittering and
dazzling fineriesare too

many

and Friday.

a week, viz. Thursday

drop in their and look ut the stock, that
will
to

do

lull

as well

enumerate the

as

onr feeble attempt

make up

Just as we go to press a letter reached
us from Messrs. G. Vijn and J. Duurscma,

of the pano-

tad New Depwtur* tn Me!
lc»l Science, an entirely
New end poeitltelyeffect,
lea Remedy (or lh« epecdr
and permanentCure of
Seminal Emissions ft
Impotency by the only

Indian approached to cut Ids throat, he

that the

ensued which proved to be fatal to both.

be

found, the Indian was slill in the

to death,

literally

while the beast was cov-

gratified to

is

to be carried

succeeded in obtaining the

ser-

struggle must have been terrific.

At a

meeting of the members of th

vices of talent iinving no local fame. Of

First Reformed Church on Thursday after-

Mr. Milburn,who will

noon

open the

course,

many

earthworkshad been or
as they

still

were pointed out to

“there’s where our boys

places where

were

him;

visible,

saying

have ecu.” Ho

and that all of them

ex-

pressed a desire to see the Hollanders

genuine wit, noble thought,

and oftlmes a deep
known

goes on and says that the people are genial, sociable,

ty of language,

his

pathos,

we have

not

equal. With personal connec-

last, the following elders and

deacons

collection taken up in that church in the

amount $45,71 is

for the education of

now

hall, if it cun be procured,

and

the definite

DIRECTION

l

wU

P*rty EACH BOX.
yjtni l>r » bevnpUve Pam-' let r:vlnt Anatomieelv
Illuairatiooi, wi.ich mil c. iuii.eethe mnat ekrptical
that they can he re*torvd lo jerfert aunhcod, and R
i fitted for the du.ee of life, tame ai if never affected.
Jf
thent Staled for damp to a..y one. Sold ONLY by they

Sx

larket and bth

6T. LOUIS.

uted.among the poor

--

settle

mo

of the

oslin&Breyman,

to read in

his family were held in esteem,

Mr. P. Slooter, viz., that of fracturing the

old and

limb very near 'the former place.

The

re-

first

accident render the prospect for legal

-

A Martiniquejournal

B.

JUST RECEIVED
AT TUI

Millinery Store
E. F.

A LAROljAND

COMPLETE FALL

of the

friends and real aid under such trying cirit

is not always necessary to

FEATHERS, >
KUSBIA8,
TIES,

HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
AND ALL KINDS OF

FANCY GOODS.
Hair-Dressing done, and Switches made to order.
Call In and see onr selections. We shall deem it a
pleasure to show onr goods.
£. F. METZ A 8I8TEB.

In rebuilding onr

1,100

Machineryof

atchmakers | Jewelers, And

They went

Ware, Watches, Clocks,

we are

to

“Elder Brother.”

enjoy themselvesfirst-rate.| Holland, Nov.

27,

1879.

ApprovedPattenu,

in that

part of Vene-

aatiafy all

who

Planing, Matching,
Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE

A

STEAM

DIRTY" K

wave suddenly disturbed them and canscd

The land

we can

OB

from Venezuela,and
bis son Ferdinand related that a great

up.

confident

want

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

I

LUST

AND THK

All Kinds of Spectacles. DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE

full Line of Cold Peas.

about) that locality. drawn directly from the teachings of their zuela has gained so

eel fishing,lauded the oysters,

and seemed

the most

DEALERS IN

pounds. Columbus {fiver

Mr. Vanderpoel and Mr. Vlissingenhave be a member of an Odd-Fellow, Masonic, such a strain upon the cables that one of
said on this subject I fully endorse and so or other select brotherhood,especially not them parted. The anchor to which this
does Mr. Duursema. They expected to in a community for whom it is claimed this cable was attached is tbs one recently

form us afterward

new shop we have purchaaed
entirelynew

simple form and rude mamufac-

The weight is

go to Havelock in a few days and will in- that its pbiiantrophyand its principlesare dug

OCR

HATS, BONNETS,

side was equally well respected, and that demonstrate that in order to have real strait separatingit

South, and Mr. Vijn adds, that all that cumstances

82

Planing Mill

in Venezula,882 feet from the coast line.
It is of

METZ & SISTER,

PHCEETIX

v

to politics,

the North has a wrong impression

HEROLD.

avers that an an-

they were astonishedto redress, in this hour of need, very doubt- had ou the 4th of August, 1498, three vesflad, that it made no differencewhateverto ful. This leads me to think of the splen- sels at anchor off the southwestern extremwhat party a man belonged, that either did opportunity it affords to practically ty of the Island of Trinidad, in the narrow

gard

US.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 1, 1877.

congregation

was that the people are very law abiding, newed afflictionthis brings to the family ture, the stock being round and eight feet
and that the Sabbath is strictly observed must be evident to all, the more so as the long, with a ring a foot in diameterat one
by white and colored, and that profane cause and peculiar circumstancesof the end, and with flukes five feet in length.
language was seldom heard; and in re

CALL AND SEE

ai-8mo.

year. They speak our local papers ‘this week the repetition chor belonging to one of Columbus’s vesMr. McLean, and that he and of the second accident to the daughter of sels has been found six feet below ground

by both
young. The Impressionthey got

-:o:-

Warner’! Health Preaenrinf Oorieti.

dise at this season of the

very high of

A Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infants
shoes for fall and winter,and a full line of
Ladles’ Ad Gentleman'swear.

MO.

tion were classified by the donors.

iu the new contemplated colony; For tht Holland City Newt.
that the country appears to them as a paraMr. Editor— It pained

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

on Thanksgiving Day. All these dona-

date will be announced hereafter.

HEROLD,

E.

co.pf’g.chehiists.

forenoon amounted to $89,32; of which

pronounce him to be most students; $5,25 for foreign missions; $2,00
for Bible society; $27,86 for the poor of
truly ‘The Blind Men Eloquent." The
the congregation, and $8,50 to be distrlblecture will be given in our now public
tion we

Just received at

f

When

forward. The parties having charge of

Mr, Vijn admired the scenery exceedingly,
from mentioning the

the

know ered with some twenty or thirty wounds
lecture course, for which many from the Indian’s knife, showing that the

citizens will

-

dori not Inierf*r* Mttt the ordinary ponuiti of life ; it it
; qvickly dmolred ind anon ahtorbed, producin' an (moo*
diute Molhiufaid mtnrativeeffectupon
ami
n.Tvom orfiniiationiwtcckril from iclf-ubue*and •iceuei,
MopiiiurHie drain from the tyium, rcitorinfrfhe
mind to
hctith and aound memory, removin' the Dimncea if
: -ht, Horvoua Dibility, Confusion of Iiioim, Avcrciou to Society, ate., oto^ and the ai penrauee of pruinaVUIO old ago untljv arcumpanyinf ti:ii trouble, and reu»r>
inf perfectSexn.tlVifror, where it hai been dormant for
y.jra. Thia m J« of treitir.ent
hai atood the teat in very
at vela caaei, anl la now a pronounced anreem. Drug* are
1 kj much preacnbeJ in thtaa trotiblea, tod, aa maut can bear
witnea*to, with but littleif any permanent yood. There it no
Nc-'enae about t!.it Prepirtliou. I radicalobacrvalionenablci
nt to poai lively guarantee tbit it will five satisfaction.—
Parhiffthe ei;htyrarathat it hai l eea in 'cneralu*> . we have
thjuaaudlof teatiinonialt at to ita value, and it la now enner ledbr lit* Medical I rofetaio-ilo be the moat rationalmeani yel
discoveredof rearlnui and curin' Ihii very p'et alri I trouble,
that it well known tn he th* Caul* of untold ml ery lo n many,
and upon whom quao ca prey villi (heir uaeleatnnalrume and
b!,T ices. 1 he Remedy hi put trp Im real boie. cf tl.rrr ilrra.
Ho. 1, (enough ta Imt a month,) 83; No. S, (‘ufuclentto
effect a pemerert cure,tuieaa in ecverc cue*,) IS) No. 3,
Catling over Oree mont ie. will atop emiuioi.t and restore
vigor m the wont c»«r«.JI7.I’-nl by mill, aealrd.In plaia
wn-pen.F’t'.l
J for uniug
scoom-

was grabbed by the bear, and a combat

about December 10th, Harper' a Weekly were reelected:Elders— H. Broek, F.
saying that they had arrived at Newberne,
says: “There ^nro doubtless some who Beeuwkes, J. Wilterdinkand J. Schrader.
N. C., on Saturday Nov. 22, after enjoyDeacons— J. Ter Yree, A.’ Vennemn, and
excel him in buffoonerywhich commands
ing a very fine trip by rail and water.
L. Sprietsma. “Do ouden blijven.” The
the popular applause, hut for refined beauand his patriotic zeal could not refrain

-

ground

BOOTS & SEOES
—

.

JuanktiiieiAmujiui MtTfUltrue..way, yist Direct
-1 Application
•lication to the prineipa) Seat of the Dieeate,actiof by Aoaorption. and-eiert.
In* ite eperifie Influenceon the Bomlnnl Vesicles, Dacnlutory
fatoryDucts,
Duct*,Prostata
FroststsGland, and
ud Uret’
Urethra. T he uee
l of tii* Rrmcdy u allendeJ with no pain or Inc u.* emmet, ai d

wounded, but not yet dead, and, as the

hugged

The

the

embrace of the bear, having been

rama.

this have

.

pen

to describe. Let the ladies of Holland

ins time he will he at the aforementioned have bought season tickets,
place two days in

for our

with his rifle. The bear fell to

OF-

Comer Canal and Bronson,

new firm will be Grail’,Shields & Co.

about a mile south of the city,

evening.

everything else belonging In a well

jsnEw stock:

Visscher has built a

the

(for Medicinal use only,)

Rapids, and has

visi^

f illenery store of the Misses L.

Liquors,

.

He

to make a

Wines &

m

square dealing at the hands of Mr. Shields.

Holland, Mich.

'uSieketee,

Van der Sluis, at the
residence of Ex-Mayor Schaddelee, on \

And the finest assortmentof

extraordinarylarge stockeddrug store.
An Angels Visit.— John Foose of North assortment of ladles’, gents’ and children's
Collins, N. Y., says Jan’y 9th, 1879: Underwear, Woolen and Merino Hosiery The above firm are the manufacturersof DR.
SCHOUTEN’S
and Gloves in all grades. We claim extra
“The American Cough Cure came like au
good value iu ladies’ and gents’ Underangels visit:” he had a cough and cold for wear at 50c.
AH1I-BIL1S
EUPECIORAHI PILLS
over two years, but one bottle cured him;
-A.2STD
As our stock in every department is
and adds, it is the BEST MEDIDINE IN very complete,and having a great many
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
THE WORLD, Price 50c.
more bargains than we could mention here
it will fully repay all those who give our
Sold by T. E. Annis & Co., Druggists
Prescriptions carefully compound at all hours,
stock a fair inspection.
86-ly
day or night.
and Apothecaries,Holland, Mich.
A Large and Fine
Mr. James Fox has sold his interestin

more freight- other one cause. They have great reason
business trips through the Colony heretoroom. Things are actually booming with to he thankful for the invention of the fore made by Mr. Fox, and will be glad to
new safety lamp now for sale at all the
our railroad Companies.
receive the patronageof all tbeir old cus.M lamp stores* It Is called the Han Is & tomers. Our business men can rely on
Among the social events of the week Smith safety lamp. For sale by P. &A.

Esq., to Miss Annie

Writing Material, Snuff,

And almost

We have also an

ladies, belter ofllces, and

we mention the wedding of A. Visscher,

Mem

in

the wholesale grocery business of Fox,

More woman and children have been

will also be built an ex-

Beaver Shawls, bought at auction. All
Wool
Beaver Shawls $3, worth $4. Rethe mouth of the Mississippi river, drawversible Beaver Shawls $5, formerly$7.
ing twenty-fourfeet and seven inches of
Our Cloak stock is second to none in the
water, and at the same time the tide was
trade, and we offer special inducements in
four inches below the average. There this department, as we hud our Cloaks
was no detention to the steamshipsat the made during the summer months, at less
than present value.
jetties or at the head of the pass.
recently went through the

sport. Welcome home.

DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

much upon the water
since that period that gardens are now Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed. Or anything in
notioe.
planted where ships once sailed. /[ Hoixand, March 24,
6— !j.
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selves.

I

became, in short, just what I would

my hnsband oome home,

that I

Mad? from a fetter of Bonnlrard. the Priaoner of was before I was married. People might fall npon his neck and ask his
€hUIon; the handle of wood, from the frigate called me self-willed ; bnt I bad no self- pardon for all the wickedness I bad
Oonatitntton and bound with a circlet of gold,
will. I did not will to be cross and done?
inaet with three preciouaatones from Siberia,
petulant. I was cross and petulant beOgden and Maine.]
“The firing ceased at length, bnt,
I thought this pen would arlae
cause I had no will to be otherwise. instead of hopefulness, the (Bread beFrom the casket where It Ilea—
Sometimes I had bad feelings, and came heavier. I was hunting for
Of Itself would arise, and write
I had no will no overcome them. The bonnet, intending to go ont amd meet
My thanks and my surprise.
slightest thing that crossed me found my husband, when I heard heavy feet
When you gave It me under the pines,
me so entirely devoid of will that it in the garden. The olond had settled
t dreamed these gems from the mines
Of Siberia,Ceylon and Maine
swayed me at its pleasure. At the end down and the thunder crash had gone.
Would glimmer as thoughts in the lines;
of tyro years there was more of misery Men came in and told me not to be
than of happiness in my home, and I frightened— my husband was hurt, but
That this iron link from the chain
Of Bonnlvardmight retain
could not hide from myself the fact they hoped not senonsly. Perhaps
Some verse of the poet who sang
that I was the cause of it all; and yet they thonght I was calm ; they did not
Of the prl oner and his pain;
I tried to convince myself that I was know that my heart was frozen, and
That this wood from the frigate's mast
not to blame. When my mother talked that tne fount of emotion was shut np.
Might write me a rhyme at last,
as It used to write on the sky
with me, I declared that I could not Then other menbronght my hnsband in
The song of the sea and the blast.
help it; and when my husband venftnred on a wide beard, and I saw that his limbs
to allude to the subject I flew into a were limp and lifeless, that his face was
But motionless as I wait.

my

$3. The plates
on the cheek are of the best

A

the barber’s jaw oome at

which

fit

chilled steel.

The Boenet Grapple.— This
machine

is

spicxpT quixtub is giron tn a hack-

ing cough by that ineatiraabio apaoflo tor duI-

--

—
fob the Linros,wuicn cures
commmption, bronchitis, pneumonia, pleurisy
labored breathingand other djcorderTof tho

little

destined to be of great ser-

vice to theater-goers.It is an ordinary

grappling-hook with a rope attached. ia earneatly recommended,aa the difficultyia
The grapple is thrown over any lady’s
bonnet which may happen to obstruct
“A Blight Cold,” Coughs. -Pew are
the view, and the crowd behind can always be depended npon to call the aware of the importance of chocking a cough
rope. It sometimes dis figures the lady ’s or “ slight COLD,” which would yield to a mild
face permanently, in which case she remedy, if aeglected, often attacks the lungs.
never returns to again obstruct the 'Broun' i Bronchial Troche* m give sure and
view.
almost immediate relief.

(I

_

Fob one een* purchase a postal card and send
jonr address to Dr. Hanford. 162 Broadway,
fl.n i0**.** .Whe pamphletsby return
from which you can learn whether your
“ °aj ot order, and, if ont of older or in

FOR THE LADIES.
Kt Cfetoraa ot Dram and fanhiou.
[Oompllodfrom Ehrlcka1 FashionQuarterly.]
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New gray gloves are blue tinted.
passion. I could not bear a chiding like marble, and that there was blood
world *to
New reticules are square and flat.
from him. In fact, his very kindness upon tho beard— blood trickling down
Hand-painted laoe is a late novelty.
and goodness sometimes fretted me; npon the floor! And I heard them
Then must I speak, and say
Plain velvet cloaks will again be •traight BoMbyjhoo and haidwaw dealers.
and
when
he
offered to point ont to me talk ; they told me that he had been run
That tur. light of that summer dar
my errors it seemed as though he were over by the heavy gun-carriage— that, worn.
In the garden under the plnee
Shall not fade and pass away.
Colored street wraps are again fashpreaching to me, and I would not listen. in coming down the hill from where
“Girls, I tell you truly when I tell the salute had been fired, men and ionable.
Chiw Jackson’sBest BweetKary Tobacco.
I shall see you standing there,
Carec'id by the fragrant sir.
Undressed kid gloves retain their
that I believe no one was over more boys, in wild confusion,had seized the
Invalids, use C. Gilbert’s Corn Btaroh
With the shadow on your face,
firmly fixed in the habit of ill-feeling tml-rope, and that my husband, in at- popularity.
And the sunshine on your hair.
than I was at that time, and I did cer- tempting to prevent the rash, had been
Large ^nd small bonnets are equally
I shall hear the sweet low tone
fashionable.
tainly then believe that I could not knocked down and run over.
Of a voice before unknown,
Saying, "ihis Is from me to you—
help it.
Chemisettes and inside kerchiefsare
“Two doctors came. 1 heard them
From me, amt to you alone.”
“Sometime before we were married talk of a broken leg, of broken ribs, and again in vogue.
there had been a volunteerartillery of other injuries, and dnring all this
Many walking costumes are made
And m words not idle and vain
shall answer, and thank you again
company in* our town, and, as Jacob time I was as one in a horrid dream, with a jacket bodice.
For the gift, and the grace of the gif
was the only commissioned officer liv- unable to move or to speak, and almost
Fichns of all sizes and in every imPKOFITS IN 80 DAYS.
O beautiful Helen of Maine
•10 In UflUinatA Stock SpccaUtlona In Wall St. i>ay
ing in the town itself, he took charge suffccating. By-and by I heard one of aginable shape are worn.
And forever this gift will
Tiger and leopard velvets are hand•"'j™..,...
of the property which belonged to the the doctors say that he would live, and
As a blessingfrom you to me,
Lce. JIKATl1 A UL, broker*,l»»7 Bro dwar N. y.
some trimming novelties.
corps, thus retainingcontrol of the two then I sank down senseless.
As a drop of the dew of your youth
On the leaves of an aged tree.
Large rosettes of Breton and point
handsome cannon. One royal birthday
“ When I came to my senses it was
A World of Good.
—Henry If. Ismofelloic,in Harper't Magazine.
the townspeople raised money for a night, and one of the neighbors sat at d'esprit laces are worn.
One of the most popular medicines
There is no absolute rule about any
celebration of the occasion, and, among my bedside. I told them I wished to
MASTER* D BY PASSION.
now before the American public is Hop
other things, a royal salute to be fired see my husband, bnt I was informed detail of the toilet this season.
Flowers are as much used for garni- Bitters. You see it everywhere. People
in the morning, at noon, and at sun- that he was asleep, and that I must not
Aunt Annie’s Story.
down,
of
which
my
husband
was
to disturb him then. In the morning I tures of evening dress as ever.
take it with good effect. It builds them
*1 admit that Ruth is quick-tempered
Cream-colored silk net, polka dotted up. It is not aa pleasantto the taste as
went to him, and he put up his well
and that she often sajs tilings that she have charge.
“During the day I received an invi- arm and drew me down npon the pillow and washable, is sold for neck scarfs.
does not mean.”
some other bitters as it is not a whisky
Both very light-coloredand very
tation to join some friends in a sail up- and kissed me. And he told me not to
It was Hannah Cleaves who spoke,
drink. It is* more like the old-fashioned
and she was defending her young and on the river, and, as I conld not very worry myself ; he was badly hurt, but dark costumes for street wear are in
boneset tea that has done a world oi
vogue.
well
go
to
the
landing
alone,
I
asked
if I would nursejhim and love him he
pretty cousim who had been not quite
Striped
velvets are not so popular for good. If you don’t feel just right, try
Jacob
to
go
with
me.
He
said
it would would soon get well.
two years the wife of Charles Gray.
interfere with other duties, and he
“ Love him ! Oh, my soul, how strong parts of costumes as those with set fig- Hop Bitters.— Nunrfq Nexos.
“Still,'’ eaid Susan Adams, another
ures.
oonain, “I must say that she is much conld pot go. I asked him if he thought I felt then— how strong in my love and
Sediment or mucus in the urine is a
Opera cloaks of white toile sangfier
the
firing
of
the
salntes
was
of
more
in my determination to be a true and
to blame. Herhnsbandisone of the
sure indicationof disease. Take Kid(boar’s cloth) bid fair to bo' very fashkindest and best of men, and I know importance than the making of happi- faithful wifel”
ney-Wort.
ionable.
ness
for
his
wife, and, when he had
Aunt
Annie
took
off
her
spectacles
that she often makes him nnbappy.
The corsage bouquet of tbe^passing
S
She might act differently if she would.” foiled me at the argument, I asked him and wiped her eyes, and presently
moment
is
one
or several large Turc
why
he
could
not
let
some
one
else added:
"I am not sure of that,” returned
“Girls, that was forty years ago, and satin roses.
Hannah. “She is not to blame for the take charge of the cannon. He rnswered
me
calmly
and
candidly
that ho from that day to this I have not spoken
White felt and plush hats and bonevil disposition which was born in her.
She cannot help her own nature. Ho dared not trust the gun in other hands. one cross word to my husband. My nets continue to be favorite opera and
two of ns are alike in all our feelings, He was the only one who understood nature is not changed at all; bnt 1 theatre chapeaux.
As many fabrics and accessoriesnow
and we are all apt to act abont as we how to properly handle it, and he felt have gained control of my will, and
feel It is unfortunate that some obliged to attend to it. He told me bent it in the right direction ; and when enter into a bonnet as into the most
people are diseased; bnt I o&nnot say, how many accidents had happened once I found how much pure joy there elaboratedresses.
through the mistakes of inexperienced was in doing right it came very easy
Lambrequin paniersand tabliers mnst
that those are to blame who have in5i«b
$100
and
careless persons, and he could not to do it.
be
very ample and carefully draped to rroporUonal ratorn*erery vw* on Stock Optl n* ol
herited their disease from their ancesfeel
right
to
neglect
the
duty
he
had
look
well.
“Ah ! here comes your Uncle Jacob
tors. And so it is with our disposition.”
The tendency of the coiffure at the T. POTTKR WIGHT A CO- Banken, 85 Wall St. N V
now. See how good he looks 1 You
“But,” suggestedSusan, “that per- promised to perform.
“That
was
in
the
afternoon.
At
6
moment
is toward classic simplicity
can
see
his
gray
hairs,
and
note
the
son who has inherited a disease which
o’clock it was time for me to start for wrinkles upon his brow ; but to me he and old Greek ideas.
works mischief not only to herself, but
the landing place, if I meant to go; bnt is as young as ever, and I know that
The large directoire bow of Breton
all around her, is certainly to blame if
nr. O. B. Sboxmakkr (tbs wen-known Aural Snrfsot
Reading, Pil) giree all bta time to tbs treatmentoi
«he does not make any exertion to get- I would not go unless my husband onr love was never more fresh than it or point d’ esprit lace is the neatest •f>f»af
n<>«a land l>ta..aaja« A# ft**. Wmm mO
Ul_
went. He had sent for a carriage to is now.”
Parisianfancy in neck wear.
rid of it”
Medium and dark shades of kid gloves
Just then Uncle Jacob came in, and
“Ay,” cried Hannah, “but there are ake me down, but I would not use it.
K*r, 1U Dlaeaaee and their TreatmentI shrank away into a fit of the sulks, when, ’an hour later, we saw him and will be more worn for fall dress than
all- Hie large book (300 pngysL price
diseases which cannot be got rid of;
and I say that Consin Rnthca nnot be and so remained until it came time for Annt Annie in the garden together for many seasons past.
Singapore eilk is the new name for a
blamed for her feelings, because they Jacob to go away with his gun. As he picking flowers like two young lovers
A YEAH SSST'i’Si.tflS;
was
pntting on his hat my temper burst we were forced to the conclusion that soft silk in rich cashmere colors and
oome in spite of her, and when they
thing* for A/enta. Orer 900 agents an now making
forth
into
a
wild
flame,
and
his
calm
from
<2
to
#15
a
dar. Send alamp for particulars.
designs,
used
for
millinery
purposes
they were really and truly a happy
have come she cannot hide them.”
Ret. 8. T. Bock. Milton. NorthomberhmdGo, Pa.
answer
only
maddened
me.
At
length
I
Spencers
of
colored
velvets,
^ith
lace
couple; and Hannah Cleaves had no
Annt Annie Dismore laid her knitting-work aside and gravely shook her pushed him beyond the bounds of hu- more reason to defend Cousin Ruth elbow sleeves, will be worn with white
man endurance, and he tnrnedupon me against the charge of folly and wicked- skirts for evening dress by young lahead.
more sternly than he had ever before ness in allowing her own ill-temper to dies.
“ Hannah,” she said, with deep solSome foreign fashion journals say New I,nw. Tboutanda of Soldiers and heirs entitled.
emnity, “ you may at some time be a done. He did not speak angrily, but make herself and her husband miserathat dresses with but one ski it will cer- Pensionsdate beek to dischargeor death. Timt limited.
mother; and when that time comes, let he spoke as an offended parent might ble.
Address,with stamp,
GEORGE E. LEMON,
tainly be worn this winter in heavy
me urge yon not to teach ybur children have spoken to an offending child. This
P. O. Drawer
Washington. D. C.
The Antiquity of Forks*
materials.
the doctrine yon have been upholding set my blood completely afire, and I
cannot
tell you all the wicked things I
here.”
Among the recent finds in the exTurc satin is the new name for that
We will )NI
ploration of the relics of the ancient soft changeable, twiMed, yet lustrous
Aunt Annie was such a good, kind said.
eipensea.or allow a large commission,to sell our nei
“ ‘Annie,’ he said to me, as he stood lake-dwellers of Switzerland is a pair of fabric, known sometimes as satin de
woman, and she loved ns all so well,
and wonderful inrentiona.HV swan udaf v* lay. Sam
pie free. Address 6UXRMAN A (X)., Marshall, Mich.
and did so mnch for oui happiness, that near the door, ‘ it might have been bet- forks, apparently invented for table Lyons.
even Hannah Cleaves was respectfully j ter for both of us if we had never met.’ use. They were fashioned from the
Lambrequin drapery with paniersand MA80N&HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS
I answered him hotly and passion
bef hr lUCHK^T HONORS AT ‘ALL
alent beneath the gentle reproof.
metatarsalbone of a stag. This gives tablier combined is the favorite ar- Vnxem.trnie.i
WORLD'S KX POSITIONS FOR TWELVE YEARS,
“ A little while ago,” our aunt went ately that I hoped we might never meet a higher antiquity to table forks (if rangement for Parisian toilets of cererls.: At Pauin, 1*17; VIRUS a. 1873; Samtuoo, 1875;
PinujuxPHU. ih7A. Paiur, 18?l;»ndGlam* Swedish
on, “yon were speaking of willful peo- again. ‘If you were dead,’ said I, ‘I they were really intended as such) than mony.
Gold M kdai., 1*78. Only American Organa ever awarded
blgheathonor* at anymeb. hold for cash or Install
should
be
happier
than
I
am
now
!
’
ple. Now, I admire strong self-will
has hitherto been suspected. Other
Two and three bands of narrow rib- raeiiia.
i.t.i'Hi HATH) GataUXJUIUI and Circulars,with
“‘No, no, Annie, yon do not mean bone implements and ornaments are bon are wound around the waves of new Myl*«andiinte-.M-nt In**. MASON A HAMLIN
• when it is bent in the right direction.
ORGAN
GO..
BOSTON. KKW YORK. nr CHICAGO^
The noblest of God’s children are those that,’ he replied to me^
frequentlyfonnd. Animal remains are banded hair that are worn with the
“And I cried out that I did mean it, also common. Among them are the Greek coil at present.
who have strong wills. The Christian
martyrs were extremely self-willed. and I declaredthat I hoped I might bones of the dog, the badger and the
Corsages opening low in front, in
Self-will is a beneficial force when it is never see him again alive. And he common otter. The latter were doubt- shawl or heart shape, or square a la
less met witn in the immediate neigh- Pompadour, are fashionable for women
wuule to uphold virtue and goodness. went away as I said those words.
“My dear girls, do you think such borhood of the lake, bnt the presence of all ages.
-And cultivateself-willas mnch as yon
aw*ll«,wslaet e«*e, w sret’dO y rare, ateel * teak *M
(please,and make it subservientto right. words oould ever have oome from my of the bones of the wild ox and of the
White montonne,a soft lamb’s-wool 3Kewknee
PUms.*1o*I,eerer A hack, *149 *• *355. Defer*
I fear the trouble with Bnth Gray is, lips? Ah, yon do not know to what bear indicate that the lake-dwellers cloth, is used for dressy or evening or yeubey k* sere la write m-. Iil*«trale4Se««paper*e*tFree
AAireM DANIEL F. BEATTY, Sa*k:egt*e, 5ew dcreey.
that she has no self-will. What yon wild and wicked results of language a were bold and skillful hunters, as well reception jackets for young girls, with
HABIT A SKIN DISEASES.
course
of
unbridled
license
will
lead.
as ingenious tool-makers. They were Orientaltrimmings,
call self-will in her is only perverseness
TbouMitda cured. Loweal Prices.Do not
and inconsistency. She exercises no If, when Ruth Gray ia angrily disputing also keepers of cattle,for the most nufell
to write. I)r.F.K.Marah.Qulncy,Mlch.
A novelty in evening dress fabrics is
.
will at all, bnt is the creature of circum- with her husband, some shorthand merous animal remains brought to fight white toile sangfier, or boar’s cloth, a (M n tn #1 (inn InvestedIn Wall St Stocks makes
stance, Buffering herself to be swayed writer conld take down her words just were those of the’ common cow aod the heavy all-wool material, dotted in raised $111 lo $11)1)11 !r.^'a:,'*,n,Book
Address BAXTER A CO.. Bankers. 17 Wall 8L. N. T.
to and fro by every gnat of passion that as they fall from her lips, and shonld moor-eow. These exist in evlry stage fine points.
afterward show them to her, she would of growth, showing that their owners
sweeps across her path.”
Pale dauphin gray and mastic shades
- Howell fcJ Co's
Dy OOrcBBIVIQ
Geo. P,
Nswepaper
paper Advertising
AdrertW --------Bureau.10 Spruce
-----St, New
Wtien Annt Annie laid her knitting- honestly declare that she never, never had a taste for both veal and beef, while of chinchilla and beaver cloth, plain and A Newe
York,
can learn
*.orH
warn
tbs exact cost of any propose)
proposed
work upon the table, and folded her spoke snch things. And bo, when many their fondness for venison is proved by ribbed, are again used for jackets, dol- line of
of ADVERTISING in AmericanNewspapera.
Rewapai
|yiOO.pnge
_aU
|3r~ lOO-pagePamphlet, 10c.
10c._4tl
hands in her lap, we knew she had mothers are fretfully disputingwith their the many bones of the stag and roe dis- mans, visiles and sacqnes.
Pl.ik YH ! "TmTAYM ! PI- A Y* ! PI, A YN l
something of interest to say to ns, for children, could they hear themselves as covered by the explorers. Evidence of . New kid gloves show deep garnet or
For Reading Glnlm, for AmateurTheatrical*. Temper
-she was not a woman who talked for the others hear them, they would be a like character shows that they were ruby shades, seal brown, navy blue, blue anoe Plays, Drawing-RoomPlays, Fairy Pl*y*. Kthtepian
Plays, Guide Hooka, Speakers, Pantomime*, Tableaux
shocked be)ond measure. When pas- hunters of the wild boar and eaters of gray, olive, invisible green, and all the Light*,Mkgne*lum L ghte, Colored Fire, Burnt Cork,
^ake of talking.
Theatrical race Prepare! iom, Jarley'aWax Works,
"I tell yon, girls,” she said, “ we can sion becomes onr master we are blind as the domesticated pig, and the existence mastic and old gold tones of color.
Wigs, Boarda and MoutUcbesat reduced prices. Cosmine*, ncenrry.
Scenery, unaraoe*.
Charades. new
New oau
cataloguestent free
if we will! If we will do right, we can well as int-ane, and the sin is not in what of the beaver in Switzerland in prehisThe crowns of some plnsb bonnets tumes.
containingtell
jf
is
then
said,
but
rather
in
allowing
the
toric
times
is
attested
by
the
presence,
do right. She who practically denies
seem to bo composed entirely of jet
among other bones, of several winch beads, the embroidery actually covering
this costa aside the very foundation of adversary the first foothold.
virtuous character, and erects h r struct“My husband went away and left me comparative anatomistsdeclare to have completelythe lace on which the design \riTW unit iitMT llopK on BUTHttliffr.
Iv PALLIHER'S MODEL IIOMKS-P.ofarelytuop
ure of life upon a basis of sand. I am alone, and when he hod gone I sat belonged to that rodent One omis- is wrought.
treted.prettyplani.full
Informationon Bull Inc. Price,
igoing to tell yon a story of my own li e. down and cried till I was tired. By- sion on the list is striking. No men1, postpaid.Address PALLIoEK. PALLISKK A CO.,
Architects,
Bridgeport,
Ct For sale by Bookaellere.
Ton call me good ; and I think I am and-by I heard the report of the can- tion is made of the bones of hbrses
Population of the Pacific Nlope*
AHEA.
igood to you. At all events I try to be non, and £ thonght, suppose some ac- having been found, from which it may
All the Time.
The San Francisco Alta California
Ths rery best goods
be
inferred
with
tolerable
certainty
•so. But my goodness of temper came cident shonld happen to Jacob! Supdirect frrni the Imsays: We estimate the civilizedpopupotters at Half the
ito me through a mighty effort of will, pose he should be killed I Snppose that the horse was either altogetherunlation of the American States and Terri- aenaleoalBeatt^an ere raftered
mb you shall see. When I was young I they should bring him home dead 1 As known to the ancient lake-dwellers, or tories on the Pacific slope (not including Urge buyers. A*
New terms FREE.
<was more perverse than your Cousin these thoughts came to me, I remem- that they had not succeededin captur- Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, and New
ing
and
taming
him.
IBafth ever was. My temper was quick bered what a good, kind husband he
Mexico, which belong mainly to the
The Great AiricaD Tea Ccmpaiy,
;ftnd high ; I was subject to fits of de- had been, and I also remembered how
other side of the continent,) at 1,266,Two Valuable Inventions*
spondency that made all aronnd me mis- cruel «nd unjust I had been. Again
*'w T*rk000. The following table shows the
erable; and I excused myself npon the and again came the booming report of
The following new inventionsby population,as reported by the United
DIG PAY“J*,th RM’n°n °ntlu*-Wbat **2* 1
plea that such was my nature- 1 conld cannon, and at each report the dread residents of Nevada, says the Virginia States census for June, 1870, and for Bib H.%rSPrrKcxnfluwiiahte Bt.
not help it. When I became the wife grew stronger and stronger npon me. (Nev.) Chronicle, have been caveated September, 1879, as we estimate it— the
YOUNG IAN OR 0Ll£
of Jacob Dismore I -was very happy, Oh, what would I have then given at the Washington Patent Office :
estimatebeing in round numbers :
and I thong hi myself very fortunate, could I have recalled the wicked words
A Barber’s MrzzLER.—This is a very
1870.
1879.
Wvpm Kpommfc
tv Ua» hag am*
for I knew that I had won for a husband I had spoken I But they had gone serviceablecontrivance,which can be Callforalh .............
808,000
........ ......
188.K00
one of the best young men in the forth, and I most abide the result. fastenedover a barber’s month to pre- Oregon
Utah ..................
1*1,000
town. Yonr Uncle Jacob was then Heavier and heavier grew the weight vent his talking while shaving custom- Nevada ..................... . . 42 4H0
48,000
!
Ml. 000
just what he is now kind, generons, npon my heart, until at length I ers. It is made of iron, padded inside, Wah'inKtoD ...........
Idaho .................
10.UU)
loving, forbearing and faithful to a thonght I should goorasy if Jaco did ’ and can be fastened securely so as to Arizona ...............
18.000
1.000
fault. For the first six months of onr not soon return. My crime loomed np cover the whole month. It is furnished Alaska ................
married life I did not allow my bad before me darkly and threateningly, with clamps and screws, which are
Total ..............
1.906,000
itemper to show itself much; bnt at and it seemed to me that my husband’s fixed at the back of the head. Price
1
1
vzzSXltfSiS tt
length my honeymoon waned, and my death was to be my punishment. Oh, 1*2.60. Those furnishedwith a lever
“Jetty” Eads is visiting the public
dress.
-old feelings began to manifest them- when would the firing ceaoe, and when attachment,for the purpose of breaking works of Constantinople.
D*. EL G. ROOT. 183 Pearl Street. N w ToriU
Like a Bishop lying in state.
Lies ths pen. with its miter of gold,
And its jewels inviolate.
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The B*{4d Advance of Price*.
[From the Macuticturerand Builder, Mew Tork.J
The greatest rise in prices has been

in

:

“

she exclaimed, with S66
God bless you, Gen.

sra&riSSSi fSESiSftS!
-OF-

Hooker.”

CUM

Picturesque Scenes in Atlanta.

so far as
into the construction of a

articles of hardware, and,

On Monday you may see tall, straight
these enter
negro girls marching through the street
house, the builder finds that his esticarrying enormous bundles of soiled
mates must be very materially inclothes upon their heads; or a man
creased. Nails are 70 per cent higher
with a great stack of home-made, unto-day than they were at the beginning
painted, and splint-bottomed chairs,
of the present year. Window-weights
out from among the white legs and
have advanced fully 75 per cent; locks
rungs of which his black visage peers
and knobs have risen nearly 45 per
curiously ; or urchins under baskets of
cent upon the average; tacks and kinflowers poised like crowns. Troops of
dred goods, 25 per cent.; common door
little black bovs, bare-footed, bare head
butts and hinges, fully 100 per cent;
ed, and
i ragged “to a degree,” as a
and such other odds and ends of hardcertain EngUsh
EnsUsh n
novelist is fond of exware as are used in building, an averpressing
it, go about carrying bags
ssmg
_ in
age of no less than 40 per cent.
which they gather up rags in a manner
Common window-glass, either Gerwholly different from the New, York
man, French or American,cannot be
Any Sonday School ean now afford to aupply Ita teachchiffoniers.At certain corners stand
er* with Tue Nandity School Tlmra.a alitoen pece
bought to-day within 20 per cent, us
farmers in scant clothing of homespun, weekly paper. Here ere the new ntee: From 1 to 4
cheap as it could on the 1st of January.
and the most bucolic of manners, wait- ooplea, fiOO each. From 6 to • ooplea, to one addreM,
A box of glass suitable for sashes 15x30
ing for some one to buy for a dollar, or |1J0 each. From 10 to » coplea, to one addreaa. 11.25
each. Twenty ooplee or more.to one addreaa. 11.00 each.
inches in dimensions costs $3.90 to-day,
even half a dollar, the little load of No charge for poataae. Proportionateratoe for leea
against $2.98 at the beginning of the
for three
wood piled up on the center of a home- than a year. Twent^teachera can bei anpplied
for a dnb moat be
year; a box for 10x15 sashes costs $2.70
the
pnbliaher
requires
lent
In
a
palace
to
one
_
made wagon so diminutive that twp that each club aubacrlptlon ---- -------with a Hat
____ icrip
to day, against $2.10 on the 1st of Janare „
to
men could walk away with the whole of the name# and addreeaee
of the nareona who —
adni
uary; and a box of glass for 131x26
use the paper. The Sunday School Tffflk*will be rent on
affair, while a third carried the mule trial to a net subscriber erery week for three montha for
sashes costs $3 now, against $2.50 when
Specimen free. Send alao for a free specimen
under his arm. It is great fun, too, 16af cento.
Th- Hrholnre’ Quarterly, a 46-pjgercbcla™1
the year opened. Sashes, doors and
to go to the post office after the arrival kweon help, containingcolored map, etc. rbe Quarterly
blinds have recently undergone a very
a ill be imnrored for 1MKI. and [Uprire reduced. Addreaa
of the noon mails from the North. The
JOHN D. wATTlASi, Publisher,
material advance. Blinds have been
VU Chestnut Street. Philadelphia. Pa.
office closes its windows, although it is
unprofitablylow, and the present prices
bams
nrsTBTnmrr catalogue.
in the middle of the day, and devotes
Our m* celeloguiof Band
constitutea rise of from 35 to 45 per
itself to the task of distribution. Meanlaitroneolr.Mutlo.BuU*,
cent. A blind upon which the combiCapa, BclU.Pouchaa.Poiawhile a crowd accumulate— mostly the
poni,Drum Majori' Btaffij
nation price was lately 50 cents now
and llat«, Kpeuleto, Cap-'
rabble who get a letter about once in
costs 65 cents; those which formerly
Litapa,Stand*, and Outfour weeks, but mixed up of all sorts fit* contain* M-p*««* of
sold for 70 cents now sell- for 90 cents;
to/bmoffo* for Mur/rfaiu.
and amuse themselves by making reMaiMfo*. AddrH*
and those which formerly sold for 78
LYON k HEALY, 1«J State St.. Chicago. UL
marks not always complimentaryto the
cents now sell for $1.10. Sashes with
rule of the office, or stand patiently in
glass ready set are over 30 per cent,
line until the window opens. This
dearer to-day than at the beginning of
ilea that DcIUng’a Pllo
delay in a post office which supports
Kenedy fail* Incurs. Girea
the
'
wmiKiduun relief, currt cum
the delivery system looks like Ma
Doors are constantly advancing, and
of long etandinf in I week,
relic;”but everybody has time enough
and ordinarycare* to 2 dirt.
it is difficultto keep the run of the
in Georgia.
____
MUTIONS.";.^
new prices which are made by the
hot prlntedo* it in llnrka 1‘ili of S'onu and
On certain days yod will hear the wrapper
pr.J. P. Milfer'tlignntvre, Philo, ft | a bottle.Sold
manufacturers.
beating of triangles, and have your at- by alldnufKiata.S-nt by mail by J. P. Mlu.rn.M.IX,
In brick there has been, since the 1st
Propr, 8. W. oor. Tenth and Arch Sto., PhUada., Pa.
tention attractedto the red flag of the
of January, an advance on some grades
euro- stone auctioneer,whose volubility
of common of over 30 per cent. ; but in
will be heard above the din of traffic.
lime, sand, and cement there has been
very little variation, and the same may These out-of-d»or auctions are always
amusing, and the crowd of negroes, A large eight-page paper of 56 broad columna will be
be said of paints and oils. In all these
lent postpaidto any addreaa,one year, for
44 poor whites,” and loungers that they
articles,however, there is a hardening
gather
afford an interesting study to the
tendency, and it may be generally said
of them that, though there has been lover of physiognomy. It is like a bit
•Address
THE HUN, N. Y. City.
very little nominal advance, yet figures of the Bowery or Chatham street turned
which could often be obtained upon out of doors ; but the articles sold are MOLLER’8 T.V COD-LIVER Oil
them six or eight months ago are not more miscellaneousand wretched. You
possible today. In “dull times” it may buy worn-out stoves and tables,
frequently happens that dealers are second-hand bacon, muddy croquet sets,
willing to give quiet concessions to rubber hose of one kind and cotton hose
customers for the purpose of securing of quite another, canary birds, hat racks, la perfectly pure. Pronouncedthe beet by the h'ghbaby carriages, old fruit- jars, clothing, eat medical authoritiesIn the world. Given highest
trade when there has apparently been
award at 111 World1! ErpoeitionH,and at Pana, ItfiS.
no actual decline in prices; and, upon bath-tubs, straw sun-bonnets and hats, Bold by Drugiriato.W.ll.SchieflelindL ('o„N.Y.
the other hand, when business begins squirrel-cages,carpets, books, bed- PETROLEUM
JELLY.
SUver Medal
to improve, the firmer feeling which clothes made “befoh dewah,” sweet-oil, Grand Medal
at Phi adrlp'ia
I at Paris
prevails renders such concessionsdiffi- saws, crockery,iron garden settees, ice- Exposition.
Exposition.
cream
freezers, saddles, window-sashes
cult to obtain, even though prices are
This wonderful substonne ia acknowledged by
throughout Uie world to be the beet
not quotably higher. 'The estimates —everything out of time and miserable, dana
coveredfor the cure of Wounds, Burns,
which builders were able to furnish last from a pair of snuffers to a horse and tiara, Nkln Diseases. Pile*, Cutnrrh,Chll.
blulna, «&-c. In order that everyone may try it, It la
winter and spring, therefore, were wagon, alive and harnessed.- Harpe.r'8 put up In 15 and 25 cent, bottlestor household use.

MOTURIMi

iv~ Preserve this list

not appear again this year.

lor

referencs,as

Advertising Agents.
C. A. COOK A CO., the leadlitg,uideel and lotoMf
P'ircdagency tor NewspaperAdvertising.Offloe, 114
Dearborn at, Chicago Try oa!
LORD,
& CO., Booms S and 4,
McCormickBlock, oor. Dearborn and Randolph Sts.
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Millinery and

_

SI
ONE DOLLAR
THE ffEEKLI

VASELINE

Ordinary building lumber and
not quohigher to-day than at the begin-

shingles, clapboards,etc., are
tably

ning of the year, but the Eastern mills
are generallyrunning full and are approaching a position where they can
take their pick of orders. In the West
a material advance has occurred on finishing stock, and the retail dealers are
talking of a correspondingadvance
here.

Hard-wood lumber

for finishing purposes is also firmer, and ash and cherry

some 6 per cent, more than on
the 1st of January. Black walnut sells
to-day at about the same price as at the

will cost

beginning of the vear, but it has recently advanced to that figure after a decline of from 3 to 5 per cent.
The cost of plumbing a house to-day
is from 20 to 25 per cent, greater than
on the 1st of January.

miraculous rescue of her little 3-yearold boy from drowning. The child foil
down a well, the dark depth of which
was thirty feet The mother saw him
go down. She says: “On reaching the
well I was just in time to see him rise to
the top of the water. I was alone, save
three other little children, whom 1 sent
for help. I had, amid all the anguish
of my soul, presence of mind enough
to let the bucket down and tell him to
take hold of it, which he did. After
some minutes he let loose from weakness. sank again, except his little head.
I lowered the bucket lower, telling him
to take holo of the rope. He ran his
hand through a ring tied on for the purpose of sinking the bucket, and caught
the ball, and there he held on for one
and a half hours, begging me all the
time in his baby talk to come down and
help him out. I would say : 4 Hold on,
Bobbie.’ 1 will,’ he would reply. At
length a lady came to my assistance,
and we took a rope and mode a noose

WHITE
AND
Whoiesaw*.

ROSENTHAL

DELAMATKK

DODGE

and Organs.

Carpets.

JULIUS BAUER * CO., 1*8 and 1M Wabaah »v.
CO., Carpets, Fnrnlture,
Band and other Musical Initruments.
Wall Paper A Cut tain*,cor. Wabaah av. A Monro* at. W. W. KIMBALL, Piano, and Orgnn*. wboltwale
Carriases,Buggies, Phaetons, eta and ratal),cornerState and Adams at. . Chicago.
II. J. EDWARDS, latent style* Carriages,Jump- MASON H HAMLIN l»HG «N CO.. rtO Wabaah
ay. Beat Uablaet Organa made and lu« pr.oe*.
Heat Bufgtoa,Pony Phaetons A Harness, 23} Wabaah.

CHICAGO CARPET

Crookerv, Glassware, Lamps.
FRENCH, POTTER & WILSON, Importers
and jobbers, 91 A W Wabaah ar.

Drv Goods, Carpets, Upholstery.
FIELD, LE1TEK Si CO.,
Importer*and Jobber#.
Lowest price* guaranteed.
Madison and Market

The

following -story is told by* the
on the end of it, and, letting it down,
Cincinnati Enquirer:
told him what to do. He put his foot
I served on Oen. Hooker’s staff for
through the noose and drew it up
nearly a year, and on one occasion was
around his knee. I asked him if he
assigned to duty as Judge Advocate of
could hold on. He said he could hold
a general court-martialbefore which a
on to the bucket, 4 Daw me out.’ He
private soldier of a Michigan regiment
holding the rope around his leg, I tellwas brought, charged with desertion.
ing him not to let go, we drew him up
The evidence showed that the prisoner
until I could reach his little shivering
had deserted three times, on the last ochands. Thus I saved my little baby
casion “in the face of the enemy.”
from drowning. Safe to my breast I
The court-martial sentenced him to be
clasped his little shivering body, and
shot, and the record of his trial and
praised God for His mercies.”

convictionwas forwarded to Gen.
Hooker for his approval. A short
The Beit Way to Cheer Up,
time subsequently Gen. Hooker came H you are a despondent invalid, is to grow
to my quarters, which adjoined his own, stronger. This you can do if you will take a

IMPROVED HEALTH CORSET

lti< Uuiimo Buai, wTiIrh
•nh amt Ih-ilMe amt contain* do
ne*. Trire by mall, ti l*.
Fi.r •ate by all lva.ltn r merchant*.
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C/ws. (ionnnge A Co —
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to 110 State st.

Ensravers on Wood.
DAK EH
In

Si CO., Engraver* on Wood, and dealers
Kngiavtog Tool*, 184 Clark it.

TIIEm INSTRUMENTS
all

have a standard

the

Everywhere recognized as the

FINEST

OVER
Made and
Best work

80,000

“5 and

10

Gt Counter Supplies."

DUTLKR

IIROH., Originators and Headquarters.
Send for Catalogue. 900 and 202 Randolph st.

Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead Manfrs.
W.

E.

and

BLATCHFOHD & CO„ 7u N. Clinton st
Heavy Hardware and Iron.

D. KIMII ARK, Iron. Steel, Nalls, Csrr'ge. Heavy
Hardware, Trimmings, Wood Material, 8044 Mich. av.

Lithographers.

°o

>

4

001

Street

Lamps.

LAMP WORKS. 119 Lake at., manfre.ot

CASS

Self-Extlngutahlng
Htieet lamps.

Tinware.
RICHARDSONJIHOS., inaufra.of ell kiDde of
Tinware.Send

for pricf-llatto 237

lake

st

.

Varnishes and Japans.
DeGOLYKR A DRO.. msnfr*. of all kind* of
Vara I* lies and Japan*, 967 to 375 Illinoisat.. Chicago.

White Lead Manufadturers.
I

10

Outfit

SPRUCE

TRUST

YORK.

ST., NEW'

House Bquare, opposite the TribuneBuilding.)

Ureen & Fulton

HUNT'S REMEDY
REMEDY

IIUNT’N
cures
Dropsy,Kidney, bladder and Urinary Complaint*,Bright's Disease.
Diabetesand Gravel H U A
tbe
cure* Pi
DtaBide, Back or Loins, an
eeJ
ease* of the Kldnare,Ul
JCrtnaryOrgana.HUNT'S R***
T>Y encourages sleep, create* aai

T*

REMEDY

TO

Newspaper Advertisins Bureau
Nkw Yon* AorxT* ron all

Oil Co.,

|12 a day at home easilymade. Costly
free. Address Truk A Co., Augusta.Me.

Rowell^,

6io.p
(Printing

White Lead t

week.

•

i

Newapapere In the

United States and Canada.

ADVEHTiar.MKXT*gbRwaEDKDdaii.y

(aa received)
every sec' Ion, from Newfoundland to Texas, and fp
Florida to British Columbia.Also to all New York city
dailiesand weeklies.
F.lght Thousand Newapapere kept regularly on 111*
for mBpectlon by advertisers, Includingall the gre t
daille* from Hoaton to Han Francisco,
from Montreal to

Galveston.

$6 to

AMERICAN NEWSPAPER DIRECTORY

$20

R.L

COLD
WATCHES
SAOO.OOO
'

worth of eoUd Gold and Bllver Watch**.
Silverware.Plano#, Organs. Sewing Machines, Prenob,
Musical, Alarm Clock*, and Jewelry, betides an toamem*
amount of other valuable good*, just for doing na a little

V'S p::::ax

‘SKASTHMi
StowrUACo

mall.
tarlestown,

On 30

Bend for

m

to

which we will send gratia, and free of postage, to any one
In the United Btatoe and Canada. Addreaa F. Glkabon
A Co., 4(1 Hummer Street, Boston,Maas.

Maas.

Dins' True.

We

will vend onr Electro-Voltaic
Belt* and other
Electric Appliances upon trial for *1 d«ya to tlioee
filleted with A ertnut Debility and diwee nj' a perumal -ature. Aleoof the Liver, Kidneys,Rheumatism,
Paralysis,te. A tvr# cure auaranUed or no pay.
Addreaa Yoltule Belt Co., Murahall, Mich.
»

MARK TWAIH'8 NEW BOOK!

•&TQAGENTS
The easiest book to aell ever known! t'ttrle|M*,e
IIous.-hi>M Enryclopaedlii.A Treasuryof Knowledge. A book of Condensed Informationon every subject, each In one abort paragraph. A Whole library,

alphabetically arranged In on* volume. The only really
useful Handy Encyclopaediaever printed. Beautifully
Illustrated,I'JM
Bold only by aubecrintlon.Terms, Ac., addreaa
W.
, Publlalier*.If. Y.

UABLBTON A CO

G.

City.

OHA.3Vir»XjI3Nr»®

The Tramp Abroad.

Liquid Pearl!
an excellent cosmetic."-TWe**, “ The boat 1 have
aver used."—tftartoh. Thompeon. " The beet 1 have ever
u-ed ; for the future I shall use no other .”-DXfa." Far
superior to the one I bring over from Paria."—
" Superiorto any coiro*tlc."-Arof(..«N«Uos». Bold by ell

“ Ia

GOOD TIMES FOR AGENTS AHEAD!
Provpectnm for this universally lonkad for Book now
ready. Speak quick and aecore territory. "A uord to
•he nit* it tuficimt." Apply to
H. N. IIINCKLY, S* Bo. Canal 8t..Ghloago.Ill
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$5000|;
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This U me taateoi-OMlmg book
published, and the
complete and authenticHistoryof Grant'sTravels.
Send for circular* containinga full dMcriptkmof the
work and our *xtra terms to Agents.Addreea
NATIONAL PUBL1HHING GO.. Chicago.III.
only

BELLS OF CORBETILLE.
A handsome and complete editionof tbe " Bella of
Cornerllle,"
by Planquette, la now ready; and as the
mnalc, the acting,scenery and coatumlng are qnlto
within th* reach of amateur*.It la sure to be extensively
given and enjoyed. Pretty, lively French village eoene*.
contrasting with event* In the haunted castle, m*k* a
spirited combination. Wordl unobjectionable.Price
|L60.

WHITE

RlIlfSUN

ROBEft. the new Sunday School Bong
Book, by Abort and Murom, bids fair to be one of tbe
most successful hooka of Ita class, aa iiia undeniablyor*
of tbs sweetest and beet It will pay to buy one, If oaily
to sing from at home. Price, 80 cents.

VOICE OF WORMIIIP]
per

SIOVEPOIISH

a

(L O. Kw.raon.) *»

doxsn.

THE TEMPLE. (W.O. PFRKIND.) per doaen.
NEW METHOD FOR HINGING CL AMI EH.
(A. N.

Jounbon.) Mperdoxen.

Tbe above are oor three newest SingingSchool Books.
The tint two have a fall set of tunes for Choir*.
FoeBcanty
of Polish. Baring Lebor, Cleanllneaa,
MM Kl • M M g VfleMkM MMMMM WTm. — —mm —
V
Can ton. Rasa.

EXODUS

To the best lands. In the beat climate, with the best
-narketa, and on the best terms, along tbe Rt Paul.
MinneapolisA Manitoba R'y, (late 8t. Paul A Pacific.)

3,000.000

ACRES

Mainly In tbe Famous

RED RIYER VALLEY OF THE NORTH.
On long time, low price* and easy pay men

a.

Pamphlet with foil Informationmailed free. Apply to

D.A.

MoRIN LAY. Land Com'r,
M.T. M. AM.

R'y, St. Pawl,

Mina.

Bee full lists of New Sheet Mualo every week in the
Uu.lcal Uncord. That Is the way to keep well informed,
of all new laauea. Mailed for 0 cents.
Wait for these hooka (almostthrough tbe preaa/.P FRANCE J EWEIA J.
AMERICAN ANTHEM ROOK.

TEM

II.

TMRET.

PARLOR ORGAN INftTRUCTION BOOK
A. N.

JogveoM.

OLIVER DITS0N l 00., Boston.
C.H.Dlteon&C’o.,J. K. Dlteom ACo^.

O.N.U.

843 Broadway.N.Y.______ B22 CheatoatBL .PhOa.
No.

48

WnEN~WRITINGTO ADFEKTIHBRM.
v

v

please ear yaa saw the advertise attwi
paper. \

la (hie

CHEAPEST BOOK m THE WORLD

SAPONIFIER

Wanted.
Sherman A Co., Mar«haiit Mich., want an

“That’s just the thing,” said the agent in this county at once, at a salary of $100
month and expenses paid. For full particGeneral positively.“ The man ia con- per
ulars address as above.
stitutionally a coward, and you recomBmt organs as a whole and beet workman mend him to merdy on that ground. ahip
in detail, is the conclusionreached at the
I’ll tell yon what’s the matter, Bond— Paris Expositionas to the Mason A Hamlin Cabhis mother is at my quarters begging inet Organs. Organs from thirty best makers
for her son’s life, ana I want to spare in the world were tested and compared by four
Ittriaa—ri*-, the Class Jury, Group Jury, Jury
him.”
of Presidentsand Supreme Jury, who awarded
In accordance with this suggestion te Mason A Hamlin two highest awards.
the recommendation for leniency was
written, and a few minutes thereafter a
Ic* has been forming in the Arctic
feeble old lady with silver-grayhair ocean in large quantities all through
and a tearful face was bowed out of the the summer, and vessels have got no
General’s door by the brave old hero, further north or east than Icy cape.

%
U«0YNE&,C0j

CHICAGO

ra^

oreroomes are dyspepsia,irregularity of the
cumstances?"
bowels, liver complaint, general debility and
44 None that I
know of, General He nervous complaints. It is also found very usehas desertedthree times.”
ful in counteracting
a tendencyto weakness or
disorder of the kidneys and bladder, and per44 Isn't there something in the case
sons troubled with rheumatismstrongly inupon which you could base a recom- dorse it as a remedy. Its influence upon the
mendation of mercy?”
entire system is highly beneficial,promoting,
“Not a thing. The proof against as it does, the return of sleep and appetite, and
him was positive and not denied, and the acquisition of flesh and strength." A men!
reproof of the folly of nauseous drug medicathe witnessessay further that when tion is conveyed in the success of this pleasant
he was with his regiment he was a and effectivebotanical medicine.

coward.”

•aSS

1 I

it

worthless fellow and a constitutional

21.

DurnhlUiymd^^nm^ej^aUd.

piece of advice which has the weight of high
and said:
medical authorityto back it. That is to use
M Bond, in this case against Private
the standard invigorant, Hoetetter's Utomach
-- , what do you think bad better be Bitters,specially commended and indorsed by
done? Are there no extenuating cir- physicians.Among the bodily troubles which

and Wabaah av.

puiyErtPAGE,^

H.

lowest prices.

IiMiia,opp.Wito5l,Eoitallui

at.

Shot Msnufaoturors.
CHICAGO SHOT-TOWER CO.. 70 N. Clinton.
Soldsr and Block Tin Pipe Manfrs.
E. W. BLATCHFOKD A CO.
Ststlohers.

In nae. New Designs constantly.

4?* Send for a Catalogue.

and Tlnnara* Stock,Lake

Fire-Arms.

LEADING MARKETS
OF THE WORLD!
IN TONE.

4

U-HOYNEfi.CO.s

LAMHERNON,

SMITH 0HGIN CO.

slue in

nunrcRPAGE*

I). H.
sole Western Agent for
•‘Remington" Rifles,Shot-Guns A Revolvers, 28? State.

ROUND

Pint Established t Most Successful!

Printers.

Shelf Hardware 4k Tinners' Stock.
HIDRARD, SPENCER A CO.. Shelf lUrtDar*

DRY GOODS. UPHOLSTERY.
CARPETING. FINE SHOES.

JJanufactorygdumEBOflO,

m

at*.

Dry Goods, Carpotlngs, Etc.

FLEXIBLE HIP CORSET

WARNER 0IU1S.. 35i

Green A Fulton.

Oil Co.,

OH Cake Manufacturers.

manfrs.

KLDUIDGE

PARI?* EXPOHITION
doM linr-rtt'eliln*.Prlrell.t*.Their

White Lead A

E. W. I1LATCHFORD A CO.
and johltert of Boots and hboea, lake and Wabash.
LEAD
OIL CO.
a FITCH, manfra. of Ladies' and CHICAGO
Ohlldr-n'sFine Shoe* and Bllppere, 100 Franklinat.
Oils.
GUKENSFKLDKK,
k Oa,rafr«. 8.
StA'O., manufacturer*and
and j >bbere of Boots. Hboe* A Rubbers, 105-7Wabaah.
dealers In lord, Neetofoot^Sperm, and all kind* of
PHELPS.
& PALMER, inanfre.and Machinery Oils, M Market at.
j bbere of Boots and Hboe*, 48, 6o. fc! A M Wabash as.
Pianos

r*CMt

(IntNiUraI* WABSIXTKD lint lohrtak

st.

Mixed Paints.

HOWARD

Bonts and Shoes.
DOGUKTT, HANNKTT & HILLS CO.,

superior PUBS. OF

BRO’S CORSETS

4

Gen. Hooker and the Michigan Man.

.sS

writes to the Ae(jistoi that place, of the

GOISBTS A BKCIALTT.
Wabash av. and Madiaoo

State at., Mualo PuMUb-r* Musical good* of every
850 Monroe at.. Western Agent
description.Band Instrument*,etc.,e specialty.
toe t'-eleb rated Hartford Boot, and the Hatch
J.
FOOTE, 1U0 State *t.. Mnalcal In
Patent Flexible Bhoee for Children.
strumenta. Gen'l Ag't for the l\>pular OnooiSKTTft.

for

,

then possible in others.

ahoy Dry Cojiis.

A CO.

W. PECKM AM.

K.

usinJPiSa

over n't Vtm-rli-aii nininctllnra.Ttiflr

f

Musical Merchandise.
Boots and Shoes, Commission. CHICAGO MUSIC CO., Lewis A Newell.US

.

Ala.,

ACO..maafrs. A dealersIn Mar'1 Inery.
Warerooma*17-209 aka at. J. A. Roche. hlana«er.

CHICAGO

1

recelvnlllwlllctiraiMr<Ut altb*

Macnlnory.
FAY

*

_

It

importer and wholra l-.'ealer
Liquors, » South Water at .

Foru^n and Domestic

to

GAGE BROTHERS

-

Obtain It from your druggist, and you wUI find
to eny thing you have ever used.

W. WEI1NTKK,

C.

Blank Book Makers.

»

lower than to-day, not only because of Magazine.
the advance which has actually since
Mother and Child.
occurred in eome materials, but because of the concessions which were
A woman who livts in Ashville,

FIRMS.

Linseed Oil Manufacturers.
W. BLATCHFOHD. & CO., 70 K. Clinton st
CHICAGO Whit* Lead H Oil Co., Green A Fulton.
Liquors,. ^Wholesale.

J. A.

osnfre. Belting, Hoee, Packing,etc.. 181 Lake st.

_

..

will

it

E.

Beitmg-RubDer and Leather.
R. T. WHELPLKY, Agl. Hamilton Rubber Co.,

a

year.

WHOLESALE, HEU1L DID

lug*.

!

Oriheeraphy.

FORW ErSHvS
Proniinrlatleaeaad

nitron etc cording
to the best KaallaE
(/ and Aaierlraa Le*^
Dell

Is

the

0M Reflate Concentrate*lje

Y

FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKING.

If

letbandGill. Sent
Free to every reader of

4

aSHfSSSPtfia&P
B-4
FULL WJUQBt AND 8TRXN0TB.
IT 18

The market Is flooded with (wvealtod)Ooeosntrated
which la adoltoraud with salt and nfta.Mduo*'
auUMaoap.

Lyo.

SAYF MONKf, JUTD BUT TEB

SaponIfIeR
UADI BT THE

Pennsylvania Salt

Manufg Oa,

e-MII.AMT.raiA,

irournphere.Very

iundaou.ely bound tn

If

coats who OSC8

It,

where to get

It,

|ar»icrjs’ Column.

BEST IS CHEAPEST THOiBh IT WAY COST A liTTLE MORE

LEWIS’

(From the ScientificAmerienn.)

CONDENSED

many

BAKING

particles of iron varying

from an iron filing to

ounce

in

weight. The

that of a half

manner, and the Flemish Beauty in parare remarkable for their healthy

ticular,

appearance. This tree produces pears of

Me

great and unusual size, Vhlch mature well,

Mr. Hale states, has never been
HisknowledgeoPcracked

and, as

known

_

We

pears was acquired by his attention being

who were unsuccessful in

the Brooklyn (N. Y.T Board of
chembts in the United State*.

ALUM

GRAND

Agent for Ottawa County,Mich

of Tartar.
Health, and by the

will pay $1000.00 for any
adulteration found in this

No. 35 Ionia

POST,

J. C.

Cm

Grape

MORAN’S,

of land for sale hy the Atchl
son, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad located. In
Sonthern Kansas,—the garden of the continent.
For information in regard to these lauds; and how
to reach them call on or address
2,000,000.1)00 acres

first

Powder.

THE BEST AND STRONGEST MADE.

tree

MANlFACTrUEUBY THE

bore the extraordinary crop of between six

GEO. T. LEWIS &

and s#veu bushels, the largest weighing

RAPIDS.

CHOICE LI QU OHS AND CIGARS.

MENZIES CO.

Call and see for yourself.

^nto.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

from ten Jo twelve ounces, a fair average

St.

This Restaurantis known as the finest In the
State, is brand now, and fittedup after the most
Improved methods of catering to the public.
tSTHeguiarMeals, 25 cents.
All kinds of Game aud Fish, iu season. Shell
OVstcrs and flams.
The finest Dining Parlors in the citv, for public
or private use.

or other

LEWIS’ FLAVORING EXTRACTS!

raising

Flemish Beauties. This season the

Mil

fii

Recommended by

to crack.

called to samples shown him by his neigh
bora,

KANSAS,

POWDER

trees treated in this

THE STATE.

IN

H. D. POST.

The sweepings of the smith shop is comin size

RESTAURANT

I am on hand this fall with all kinds of School
Books, Paper, Stationery,etc., at the lowest prices
of the market.

Iren as a Fertiliser for Pear Trees.

prised of

THE FINEST

Books and Stationery.

I

C. L.

MORAN,

Propr’.

being nine ounces.

At the county fair held

was a

in this city there

of two hundred and

collection

TRADE MARK.

The great Eng-TRADE MARK.
Ilsh remedy, an

which number Mr.

seventy-fiveplates,of

ed sixty-four varieties.
exhibited
next

were a

came

half

The largest pears
dozen Napoleons:

The

the Dutchess.

Flemish

Beauty was represented by only three or

The conclusion

I

have reached regarding

the cause of failure in crops of Flemish

Beauty is

to attributeit to the lack

iu the soil. This is based

of iron

Lops
vr
Uni;Afto Takk& Fall and
\

_

THE GRAY MEDICINE

in size

variety, all of

and quantity of

cannot be ascribed

It

ashes, as the residue

fruit.

virtue of the

to the

from each burning

an accumulation to the

remains as

pile,

a sufficient quantity to

war-

large assortmentof Woolen Blankets. Horse
Blankets.Gloves. Hosiery, and cords of
Bleached and UnbleachedCottons.

_

HEW

The ashes are meantime leached by ruins,
their strength is

exhausted. The par-

ticles of iron do not so readily \rnste their

strength, but

when

corroding enter into

ashes, enriching them with its changed

a

form and becoming

PIEM!

A FULL LINE OF

BOOTS AND SHOES.
RUBBER GOODS,
SLIPPERS, ETC.

New Stock! New Store!

Boot & Kramer.
We

respectfullyinvite the attention of our citi
zens to the stock of goods which w«- have opened
one door east of B. Van dcr Veen's hardwarestore,
and the prices for which we ofiwr them.

connectionwith

in

upon

this tree, oae

the opposite side

Mr. Hale's ground.
of the

same

soil

It

has the advantage

drillings

40 cent

fertilizing with iron

and occasionallymix them

with soil about the roots of the tree. Fil-

.^iUU&EI

One

year’s

consider

it

worthy of a

There

is

another indication in the fruit

"fa

CASH

“

becoming covered with small black spots;
and a lack of vitality by the leaves turnine

and

falling

early. Neither the spots nor

blotches are found

upon Mr. Hale’s fruit,

do the leaves prematurely fall from
the tree. The fruit on this tree is
possessed with a dark green skin,
nor

marked with
rust,

and

streaks

in ripening the

or

blotches of

green changes to

Show

Goods.

BOOT

&•

Holland, Mich., June

21,

MARK THE

ywiofrody

WOMEN ~

Never dcppalr— aomething that never fail
Fever and Ague-To the sick it la of little conaeqnence how they are cured, whetherfrom a rational
view of the disease or by the rpilos defined for the
guidance of the profession, so Ion" ns the enre is
certain and expediijons.To a suffering man the
queetion on the relativemerits of quinine or calomel is uninteresting. The facultymay wrangle ard
discuss their various theories, but Dr. Holloway’s
treatment dispels doubt ere the disciplesof Escnlanius have flnDhcd the first stage. Holloway’s
Pills are the only remedieswhich effect a speedv
and radicalcure without danger of a relapse.

Fluor Albus
Or IV II ITUS bs
prevalent among leinuei,

CO.,

.

^

The careful,tidy housewife, when she

house

*

tl

A

(

in

of her bouse are

Prof. HarTl*1 Vaginal P»»tllle»can be obtained onlr

and that

their

more precious than houses,
systems need cleansing by

purifying the blood, regulating the stomach

and bowels to prevent and cure the

dis-

eases arising from spring malaria and

Possessed of this REMEDY, every man may he
his own doctor. It may be rubbed into the system
so ns to reach any internal complaint;hv these
means it cures Bores or Ulcers in the Til BOAT.

miasma, and she should know that there STOMACH. LIVER. SPINE, or other parts. It
is an ItfalllbleRemedy for BAD LKuS. BAD
is nothing that will do it so perfectly and
surely as Hop Bitters, the purest and best

of

BREASTS. Contracted or Stiff Joints, GOUT
RHEUMATISM, and oil Skin Diseases.

Pditiimitl focal

IifpoRTANTCaution.— None arc genuine unless
the signatnre of J. Hatdocx, as agent for the
United State-, surrounds each box of Pills and
Ointment. Boxes at 25 cents, 6? cents am’ §1 each.
fiy-Thcre is considerable saving by taking the
larger sizes.

HOLLOWAY &
Remkmbrr

Huizenga & Co.
are selliugGroceries cheap, and have just
added a large stock of Crockery to their
list of goods. Call, for bargains. 4i_tf.
that Msssrs.

80-1

WOMAN

patibl*
'omen,

came ana trextment, Aflvica to Brkt*-.
groom, Advic* to Hoibandi, Advice to

..

----

Law

---------m, Single Life comidered,
Lxw of M*rri»go,
of Divorce,I.ecal right*of married women,etc., includDisomies peculiarto Women, theircautet ec.d treat-

-THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER*
on Syphilis,Gonorrhoea, Gleet, Stricture, Vartoocclo, Ac., *Im> on Spermatorrhoea, Sexual Debility, and
Impotenov, from Self-abnieand Exceue*, cxuiing Semin*!
F.nuuinct, NervoaineM,Aversion to Socitly,Confusion of
Me**, PhTiicalDecay, Dimnessof Sight,Detectiv* Memory,
Low of Sexual Power, etc.,miking «n»rri»geimproper or
or, hippy, giving treatment,and a great many Vila able receipt*
for the curt of *11 privatedisease* ; 224 page*,over COplaUs,
60

cent*.
Ifriliral Ad*te»."Leetnr»on

Xaaheodand Womanhood,10 e.
»fn<i *n «i'f« ot the

DOLLAR
imcmmmimmmnmmm
FOR ONE

»'-ove ciovriu-d book*,

pirely bound in one

New York.

tverything on the gencrasystem thst is worth know! g. Thecombimd volume is
. ------ r-, ----- jfedieal Hook publitlicd.
,t experienced
p”,,u*,ir
.... *Cl
— th ,,ie 'l*n"an
physician
many
year* practice,(a* i* Well knowiu, ann the advicegiven,
and rule,for treatmentlaid down, will be found ot great
value to thoie mfleriiigfrom impuritieaoftliesystcm.early
errors,loat vigor, or any of the numerous trouble*coming
under the head of ••Private"or ••Chronlo"diieaie*,—
Postage itamp* taken tn payment forany of thesebook*.

At a rereni e*t

4j-.00 h«*r

rare

cimiu
full tre»crl|»iiou,
power, price, etc.. 1«
riven In an extra of

ware

A

tile I'mrUituHrvarltr.
Send for a Copy.

Singer Sewing machine. The machine
sells so much faster, owing to its superior

GATES CURTIS,

merits, than the other kinds, that the imitators are actually in the field with a counterfeit machine.
40-tf.

—

of

ORJUTTSyuSPENSARY

l*1'

^

chronic disease*and complicatedcases, hyphlli*,Uenorrhwa, Uleet MrlrUre,OrebltU, all Irlnary Troable*.Syphllllle or lerearlil * flection*of the throat, skin or bones.
treated with incccss, without using Mercury,

PATIENTS TREATED

BANKING.

bymafi andexpm.,

where poniliic.
pcriona! eonaulution preferred,winch I* FREE end Invited
BUTTS lovlts*all pmont tafftriag from RUP-V
f TURK to Ntid him their namt and addrtM, and hmby
t asiart*them that th.y will learn som.lhlng to thslr
wadvantogo.
It la not a
.All communicationsstrictlyconfidential,and should be
.addressedla DK. BUTTS'. l/North (kit 8L. ht. Louts, xio.

All kinds of Underwear,

. Woolen Yarns,
Horse Blankets, all kinds,
Flannels of

all Colors,

Hosiery, Notions, Calicoes

and Ginghams,
AND A

BE

DUTIFUL VARIETY OF

Winter Dress

Goods.

FRESH SUPPLY OF

10 valuable nunty-mikin*Secret*; 10 Rich Pie-*
Marie Fouataia Pen: 2 Steel Pen*: I Silr»ri*|jlrd
Holder:I Ham Holder;I Riibber Un Pencil ; 12 fine Enrsl.
ope*; 12 iheet* fine Paper; 1 IL.'iO Hook; that funny Pnem,
and Chinese
Chinete Secret for
for (ioiiinxKneD, (big money sehing »e
reel.)All *ent
t fbr
for F;
Fifty Cents. Sump* taken. Ad ire**,
(Ctlab. STB.)
I'.MO.N UOOK lOn Bertlrntovn,New Jeney,

GROCERIES,
CROCKERY,

I

86-tr.

Come and

BQCWALTSP, EffiE,
Compact, Substantial, Economical and easily managed.
Guaranteed to work well and
give full power claimed. The
Engine and boiler complete,
including governor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low

see our

New

Etc,

Goods.

Van Pntten & Sons.

G.

A LECTURE
TO YOU

INTO

LTELr

price of
8 Horse Power ...... $ 242.00 JukI Publithtd.In a Sealfd Fnrtlcpt,//tier C cents.
4*4
.......2K3.no
A Leciure on the Nature. Treatment and
6tf
....... 313.50
Radicalcure of Seminal Weakness, or Sptmiaj torrha-n, Induced hy Sell Abuse. Involnniarv EmsiJAMES LEFFEL A CO..
sion*. Impotoncy. 'Nervous Debility,and impediSpringfield.Ohio.
: ment* to Marriagegenerally;
Consumption, Epii lepsy,and Kits; Mental ann Physical Incapocliv,
etc.-By
J. CULVERWELL, M. 1)'.,
author of the •• Green Book," etc.

"
“

“
"

BRAYING!

ROBERT

!

The world-renowned author. In this admirable
lecture, clearly proves from ids own experience
1 tlint the awful consequences
of .Sell-Abusemay be
The underaignedhereby inform*hi* fellow-citizen* that he line had roiiPtrncledfor him a platform fcffectnnlly removed without medieinei and without
dangerous surgicaloperations,bougies, instruapring dray, romething new, neat and strong, and
ments,- ring*, or cordials; pointing out a mode of
ha* other wagons and single-horse drays to *npply
cm* at oneo certain and cflectnnl,by which every
a popu'ar want, and i* now ready to serve the
sufferer, no matter what ids condition may he, may
citizens of Holland In the very best method* of
cure himself cheaply, privatelyand radically.
droving at reasonable rates.
i

r^T'Mv dray will be
week, rain or shine.

on hand six day* iu

the

0rm*

Ijfdure trillprove a boon to thousands
and thousands.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any adF02 2AIN7 WTATHSB I HAV2 LABOE C0VEB3 TO
dress, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
PBEVZRT T2E FBEI3HT P20M
stamps.
0ITTIH0 WET.
Address the
19-ly
Orders for dray* ran be left at E. Hcrold’s boot
and shoe store, and will alwav* receive immediate
THE CDLVEHWELL MEDICAL CD,,
attention.For further particulars,or contracts,

Publishers,

apply to he
i

proprietor.

,

41

Aas St., Hew York; Post OfficeBox. 4686.

Ed. J. Harrington, Jr.
Holland, Nov.

1879.

3*-3mo.

A MONTH guaranteed. $12 n day at
home made by the Industrious.Capital
li.iiiiinotrequired;we will start yon. Men,
h1 w v U women, boys and girls make money faster
at work for us than at anytnlngelse. The work is
Blank-Books—a full assortment, cheap! Among light and pleasant,and such ns anyone can go right
them, the best assortment of EXERCISE and at. Those who are wise who see tills notice will
COMPOSITION Bonk* ever shown in town.
send us their addresses at once and see for them
Scrapbooks— all kinds.
selves.Costly outfit and terms frit;. Now is the
We sell five quires of Good Note Paper for 25 time. Those already at work are laying up large
cents!
sum* of money. Address TRUE & CO., Aeusta,
38
TT. D. Port.
Maine.
19-ly .
1,

NEW GOODS.

_

-tr.

1879.

FALL AND

WINTER. 1879.

/DR.

Trusa.

—

I

P

/

<t

OgdoastargliN.Y.

Beware!

It is strange but true that the owners of
the best sewing machine have never made
any extensive efforts to establishan agency
iu this city. They have noticed that this
locality needs an agency here and have
therefore established one. Mr. C. F. Kennedy, the present agent, can be found at
the book store of Mr. L. T. Knuters, and
parlies wishing to examine or try “The
Singer”— the best machine in the worldcan find it there, and learn all about it.
There are more Singer machines sold in
nneyear, than of all the other companies
combined, thus proving what the people
think. They are nynufactured at the rate
of 10,200 per week, and still the
cannot »“
be supplied.The prices ranee
from $23.00 to $45.00.
40-tf

.

M,#bl

THE CURTIS TURBINE!

COTTONS,

VAN ZOEREN.

1878.

turr»; I

volume,containing GUU page* and over

a^mfWanAHonAneputauoin^
ireatmeiifiof

of imitations!You may often
find that phrase used as an advertising
trick. But this is actually the case with the
Bf,

CO.,

y.

cnaMB

MILLION

ih.'
A large, new and complete Guide to
Wedlock, containing,with many other*,
the following chapter*!A competent
Womanhood, SclectiooofTTife.EviiUoc**

tivo

all medicines.

Bleached and unbleached

in GOOES for 55 cts,
SotUthttloa(lnanu.lrert.
DOST KISS thl. t haarr.

from

bonk for private and eoo»idente reading,ol 820 pagas,
with full l ute Engraving*,by mail,•exted, for CO Cent*.

HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT

Consisting of

QCC HERE! $5
ULL

REMEDY CO.MF’G.CHEM:STS.
Uarkat and 8tit Sts. 6T. LOUIS. MO.

BOOKS

VAN PUTTEN & SONS,

G.

:

HARRIS

menu A

mind that the dear inmates

Has just arrived at

___

<

ing

should bear

DRY GOODS

at Little Coat
Oi-IUimlWfHKIlt'n*, i’linplc.*, llnptue Blmsi, Loss of Energy. I’aritml Impotence,Lnatressimi >'ight
Emission*,and many vital (-vi!*
resultingfrom Eurly Error and
vxcea-ei,which, if neglected,end in premature decline, treat ••d with unparalleled
success on entirely new
principles, i fleeting cure* in o* many rf.it/* as required
weeks under old inoi*.**iincand (t uigeronsremedies.
“Treat on li.dnlity" n-.d psi of question*sent in
r’ li’i-• dod env. lo|s. on n e,.it,tr f in o r,c.Rtnmps. .Vo
i <
I R,ii ., iet ’
..... nblained.,<!•
dr* -s f*'' t Ll.CU, lil Earned Strrrl la»t, IVtniU, Xiih.

m

New York.

CUBE FOR ALL!

14.

WINTER STOCK

^

OP ALL KINDS OP

W. BUTKAU.

^

.

is

its spring cleaning,

FALL

now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fail
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of theii
trade.

'

» I

THE TIDY HOUSEWIFE.
giving her

furniture*Goiie, Giving Kncliines, Etc,,
RIVER STREET. HOLLAND MICH.

FIRST WARD.

J.

CO.,

DEALERS IN

— iisr TPIE-

perfectlyplain envelope*,teettrelytealed trom obtervation,
"J* remedy put up in neat plain boxee «1 three tixet, with
full direction* Intide.No. 1, (enoughto lut a month.)
16 ; No. 2, (enoughto last two month*) |8 : No. 3. laotii g
three month*,and ample for cure, exceptingin chronic
ca»e*j $10. With each box we tend a Female Syringe
••wf^*M**«*|i*a**«f.
V remedy.
i III*
a*
and *om* Tonic Piil»,at
auxiliariesto the
•tamn fnr
"'villg fllll
end^itamj)
tor •
a na.xnl.ln,
pamphletjtiving
full deleriptiotl
description
>y plate*iliowlng it*
application.’Thl* pamphletalone
a himlone D
i* worth *
himdied time* its co*t to any lady in delicate health,
being a thoroughly practicalIreatLe on (hi* dlicaie

larger sizes.

&

MEYER &

36-tr.

Thif aoes’f.»o
la but little
underxtoodbypimiriaii*.Jti drain upon the ayiteni ia
io cxcewive and debilitating,that our American women
are rapidly becoming a "rare of lnTa!!^l•.,’
Incapable of
producinghealthy ofJVpriin.or enjoying life’s pka-urea.
J rof Harris t agmal l’ait!llc,a
new departure In medicine.
A thoroughlycommon »eu»e treatment.Applieddirectly
to the icut of the dueaie, and itiepecific
influenceexerted
at once, producing an immediatetoothingand restorative
efloef. The application of the remedy it attended with no
pain or unpleatanlnett, and doea not interferewith the ordinary punultaand peaxuretof life.Circular* ard tent In

E FACTS

more

H.

MEAT MARKET

/

AND

r-y-uy— --

1879.

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS.

HOLLOWAY

,

The stand is one door west of G. J. Havcrkate &
Son’s Hardware Store.

LEUCORRHEA,

KRAMER

•Important Caution.— None are genuine unless
strongly defined, the signature of J. Haydock, as agent for the
and the scarlet tint, so much admired by United States, surrounds each box of Pills and
Ointment. Boxes at 2.’> cents, fig cents and $1 each.
pomologists, deepens.
CS^here is considerable saving by taking the

yellow, the rust is

WHITES

or

MAIDENS
CALLED

consistingin the pears

state of the tree,

L£m
THE

1’iof HifrU, slier nui.r
tided by chemical rwrarch and experiment.toRelh-r with experience
rained tn the treatment of n large number of ca«r« under
5“
compounding an I Ni A LlUiiue.
tor the acourge »o Common among

Olve us a trial and you will be pleased with
goods and Prices.

trouble to

SOLD BY

mills,

Home Treatment

trial.

the Flemish Beauty of an unhealthy

8TKKETEE.

iuumpg

No

<30, ILL.

We only want good farmers, who have from $300
ot $600, or those who have money to build saw-

Holland, July

trial may

produce no decided improvement; several may prove no better;yet we

A.

Baskets in great variety.

and would prove the speediestmanner of
producing the desired effect.

&

expert Judges. Fine Candies. Tobaccos anil
Cigars, Toys,
Fovs. Notions,
Notions. Flower Pols,
Pols. Hanging

F0(R

street,

always an hand.

Our 10 cent Tea is called A No. 1 for the price bv

ALL CHEAP

A.

SlNAL PASTILLE

etc., etc.

ings or drillings corrode the most readily,

of

TEA

Toilet,

trial? It would cost nothing

of a

Our

coes iu endless variety.

cracked badly. Is not therefore

but the trouble to procure some iron filings

or

Soaps,

of the street from

and similar location, but

the suggestion of
worthy

Laundry and

mmn

loi

CI-IIC

:

fJT’SALT always on hand at the lowest prices.
Come and see our selections of Dutch Woolen The undersignedannounces to the Public that
Yarns, Table Oil-Clolhs,and Ginghamsand Cali- they have finishedtheir new Moat-Market,and are

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

growing

not the same fertilizer. The fruit of this
last tree

full line and frfcsh supply of CHOW-CHOW,
PICKLES— the choicest brands.

A

P.

conclusionis strengthenedby considering,

Women,

FANCY BASKFLS.

suitableingredient

nourishingthe roots and trees. This

for

- •

jo,

3iji

Mv

rant its removal has been heaped together.

and

im

Office

shingle mills, stave mills, furniture factories,
tanneries,waggon factories,etc , and for such persons extraordinaryinducements will be offered.
Call or write me as above.
A large variety of HOOPSK1RTS, and a Splendid
34—
C. W. McLEAN.
CORSET for 25 cents.

10

gradually increasingits size for several
months before

A

Mechanics’Block. Detroit, Mich. All Kinds cf Underwear for Men,
and Children.
Sold in Holland and elsewhere bv all whole
No.

Western

Splendid Assortment of Dress-Goods
lor Fall and Winter.

CO.,

ale and retail druggists.

which excel

A

Winter Shawls

FULL LINE OF SHIRTS.

Also. A

^fThe

upon the success

a

Consists of a complete assortmentof

in the Back. Dimness of Vision.Premature
Old Aye, and many other diseases that lead to In
sanity or Consumption, and a PrematureOrate.
tiT'Kull particularsin our pamphlet, which we
desire tosend free by mail to every one;
Specific Medicineis sold by all druggists at $1 per
package,or six packagesfor $5, or will be sent free
by mall on receipt of the money by addressing,

met with by Mr. Hale in the culture of his
treqs, representing quite

Takmg

& A. Stekotoe

F.

Pain

much smaller.

in size being very

m il Abuse; up

yj r —
Before

which Mr. Hale took the
first premium; the nearest approachinghis
four plates,of

ogdcnsbnrg,N-. Y.

NORTH CAROLINA

Seminal WeakneiB, Spermatorrhea. Impotoncy,
and nil dipenpea
that follow, an a
sequence of Self-

Mountain,

Address J, p.

The arrivalof the Fall and Winter Stock of
Goods at

unfailingcure fbr

Charles Dickerman, of this city, represent-

Large sample package sent free on receipt of 15
corns, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted.

READ! READ! READ!

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

Farming Lands for

Sale.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

120 acres in Olive. Best land in the town.
40 acres in Olive. Very good laud and well
sitnated.
80 acres near Ventura Postofllcein Holland.

minis Piin »-tf
to
BANKER,

40 acres on Grand Haven road In Holland town,
ship, a large part cleared. First rate fruit laud.

Apply

*

HOLLAND. .

.

MCIHIGAN.
*

Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Collection business.Collections made on all points in
the United States and Europe. Particularattention paid to the collectionsof Hanks and Bankers.
Remittances made on the day of payment. All
business tntraatod to me shall have prompt aften
lion. Interest allowed on time deposits,snbject
...at sight. Foreign exchange bought
..vu*.,*ouu
to check
and
,,0,d‘ Ticke,,, to aud from all points In Europe
8oW
offlce•

demand
*
at

......

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

Farms

„

,

Holland, Sept. 16,

COLLARS AND

H. D. POST,
Holland.Mich.

for Sale.

160 acres,three miles north of the citv, on the
rand IlaAen road, with dwelling and orenard.
120 acres,of which ton are cleared, sltuaicd in
the township of Olive, near Cole’s mill. Good
house.
60 acres of land in Section 21, of the township
of Holland Also 60 acres, mostly cleared; clay,
gravel and sandy land, adjoiningDirk Panins’, In
the township of Holland.
The above lands can be bonght at reasonable
terms. Inquire of

„

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Ruching

1879.

M. D.

HOWARD.
32-tf.

CUFFS,

of

-

Hosiery, Gloves, Shawls, Circulars. Cloaking and Ready Made
Cloaks, all kinds of Worsted Goods, Germantown Wool
and Worsted, Perforated Paper. In all colors,

And

a fullline

SILK
L.

&

8.

'

HUD CIRA-IPIE.
VAN DEN BERGE,
.A.

EIGHTH STREET

-

- HOLLAND,

MICH

